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Preface

Survey Report on Chinese
Retail Foreign Exchange
Margin Market, Brokers and
Investors
The development of forex margin business in China has long been
controversial. On the one hand, the huge market and large scale of users
have attracted many international brokers to enter China one after
another. On the other hand, owing to the strict supervision of the Chinese
government, most brokers’ businesses can be only conducted in a secret
manner.
As a professional global forex media and data platform, WikiFX wishes to
show the industry the current changes in China's forex margin market, the
status of brokers' operations and the characteristics of Chinese investors
through in-depth field market research, with a view to providing references
for international brokers operating in China. Meanwhile, we also want to
help Chinese investors fully understand the forex market. To this end, we
have collected some representative stories of Chinese investors in the hope
of striking a responsive chord with people who are advancing silently on the
road of investment.
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Study Method and Plan
This report is the fifth global forex regional market research launched by WikiResearch after
the one on the Malaysian market. This survey adopts three methods: desktop research, investor
questionnaire survey, and face-to-face interviews of forex practitioners (Foreign Exchange,
specifically forex margin trading in this report). The samples are as follows:

Part I
Ten-week
Desktop Research

1000 Investor Questionnaire Surveys
1000 IB Questionnaire Surveys

60 Groups of Investors Interview
25 Groups of Practitioners Interview

Development Background
of Forex Margin Industry in China

Limited by the research time, sample size, research object, all data, research opinions, and
conclusions in this report are based on the above research methods. Please forgive us for any
inconsistencies. Due to the differences in forex margin policies in Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan,
this report only shows the market status of Chinese mainland. WikiResearch will continue to pay
attention to the global forex market to obtain more accurate and in-depth research results as it
continues the research.
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CHAPTER 1

Development Background of Forex Margin Industry in China

1.1 Overview of China’s Financial Market
China, located in the east of Asia and the west coast of the Pacific Ocean, has a land area
of 9.6 million square kilometers containing rich natural resources, and a population of
more than 1.4 billion, making it the world's most populous country. China, with Beijing as
the capital, adheres to the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics, implements the
political system of the Communist Party in power with the participation and cooperation
of other parties. Due to the rapid economic growth, China has become the world's second
largest economy, a member of the G20, and one of the permanent members of the United
Nations, and its international influence continues to rise. Since China joined the WTO in
2001, it has gradually opened up the domestic market, and the influx of large amounts of
foreign capital has made China a world factory and "made in China" has become a label. At
present, China is facing the severe challenges of manufacturing upgrading and industrial
transformation, and the high-tech industry is rising.

WikiResearch-The Development and Exchange Rate of RMB
The Renminbi (CNY), issued by the Central People's Bank, is the legal currency of China, and the fifth set
of RMB is currently in circulation in the market. In 2016, the International Monetary Organization (IMF)
included RMB in a basket of special drawing rights (SDR) and it became the fifth currency after the US
dollar, Euro, Japanese yen, and British pound. At present, China implements a regulated and managed
floating exchange rate system based on supply and demand, with reference to a basket of currencies.
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1.1.1 Development History of China’s Financial Market
China's financial market has experienced 70 years of reform and achieved today's prosperity.
Its development mainly includes three stages: exploration (1949-1978), reform (1979-2017),
and construction (post-2018). The Chinese financial system was shocked and chaotic during the
exploration period. After 1979, with the implementation of various financial policies, China's
financial system went through reform and became mature gradually.

1979~1991

Recovery and Expansion

In 1983, the State Council promulgated the Decision on the People's Bank of China Specially Performing the
Functions of the Central Bank, which initially formed a financial system centered on the People's Bank of
China, with Industrial and Commercial Bank, Agricultural Bank, Bank of China and China Construction Bank
as specialized banks, supplemented by People's Insurance Company of China and China International Trust
and Investment Corporation (CITIC). In 1991, China's first Shenzhen Stock Exchange was officially put into
operation, and various securities businesses began to develop gradually. During this period, the exchange rate
of RMB against the US dollar depreciated from 1.6 to 5.4 in order to earn foreign exchange through exports.

1992~2001

Marketization Reform

With the implementation of financial laws and regulations such as Law of the People's Bank of China,
Commercial Bank Law, and Securities Law, the financial market has been gradually standardized. The
financial supervision department and a new system of separate operation under separate supervision
were established. During the same period, the inter-bank market and the futures trading market emerged,
and the financial market gradually took shape. In 1993, the foreign exchange management system was
reformed, forming a floating exchange rate system based on market supply and demand. Besides, the
forex market was standardized uniformly. The exchange rate of RMB against US dollar depreciated to 8.7.

And it further expanded the floating range of the RMB against the US dollar after 2014. The market
mechanism exerts a further influence on the formation of the RMB exchange rate. A strong economy has
created a strong currency. From 1994 to 2015, the real effective cumulative appreciation of the RMB was
98.6%. Although the exchange rate fell below "7" for the first time due to the Sino-US trade friction in
2019, it is predicted that the RMB exchange rate in 2020 will remain stable and rise ranging from 6.6 to 7.1
with the long-term positive economic trend and stable balance of payments surplus as strong support.
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Internationalization and Comprehensively Deepened Reform

Since China joined the WTO in 2001, the reform of internationalization of China's financial market has
gained speed. The state-owned banks were reformed and listed, the bond market expanded rapidly, and
products for asset securitization and bank wealth management came out one after another. In 2003,
China established the financial supervision pattern of “one bank and three commission” with the People's
Bank of China as the center and the China Banking Regulatory Commission, China Insurance Regulatory
Commission, and China Securities Regulatory Commission as the supervisory agencies. In 2013, China's
Internet finance entered a new era after much of the financial chaos had been cleared up. During the
period, the appreciation of RMB broke through 7, and the exchange rate remained stable and rising.

2018~
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2002~2017

Modern Financial System Construction

China's economy has shifted from high-speed growth to high-quality development. Economic growth has
slowed down, and the prevention of financial risks has become the focus of China's financial market. The
Financial Stability Development Committee was established, and China Banking Regulatory Commission
and China Insurance Regulatory Commission merged. Hence, China's financial regulatory framework
changed to "one committee, one bank, and two committees". In addition, China has relaxed the proportion
of foreign-owned shares held by financial institutions and expanded the business scope of foreign-funded
financial institutions in China. The process of opening up China's financial industry has accelerated.

Source: 70 Years of China's Finance: Brief History, Glorious Achievements, and Historical
Experience, WikiResearch, 2020
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1.1.2 China's Financial Regulators: One Committee,
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1.1.3 Overall Financial Environment in China

One Bank, Two Commissions
In 2018, China's financial supervisory authorities were adjusted from "one bank, three
commissions" to "one committee, one bank, and two commissions". As a result, China has entered
a new era of financial supervision.
I

The Financial Stability Development Committee of the State Council:
Established in 2017, it aims to strengthen the macro-prudential management and system risk prevention
of People’s Bank of China, implement departmental responsibilities and strengthen the accountability
system, and coordinate the People’s Bank of China, Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission,
China Securities Regulatory Commission, Foreign Exchange Bureau and other financial departments.

II

People's Bank of China:
The predecessor was the National Bank of the Soviet Republic of China established in 1931. After the
reform and opening up, it began to exercise the functions of a central bank. It is currently the world's
largest central bank in terms of assets. The central bank has many responsibilities, with maintaining
national financial stability at the core, formulating and implementing monetary and exchange rate policies,
managing RMB printing and circulation; managing national foreign exchange and gold reserves, with
specific work completed by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange. In 2018, the financial regulatory
reform put the responsibility for drafting important laws for the banking and insurance industries and
conducting prudential regulation on the basic system into the central bank. Hence, the central bank’s
power is further intensified, occupying a central position in China's financial regulatory system.

III

China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission
and China Securities Regulatory Commission:
As commercial financial regulators, they are mainly responsible for the unified supervision and
management of the banking, insurance and securities and futures markets in accordance with the law,
and the qualification review and issuance of 12 financial licenses in China.

China’s Financial Regulatory System

Credit Environment

China's consumer credit is growing rapidly and the clients tend to be the younger. A service system mainly
based on commercial banks, licensed consumer financial companies and Internet platforms has been formed.
Credit cards, Ant Huabei, JD Baitiao and other products are favored. In 2019, the scale of short-term consumer
credit for Chinese residents has reached 9.53 trillion yuan.

The wealth management environment of Chinese users is still in the transition
stage to maturity. Compared with the developed countries, China’s financial
market structure is not sound enough, and strong government controls
have made fewer options for investable financial products. At present, the
banking products in the market are relatively large in scale, with low returns.
Asset management products were overheated from 2012 to 2018. With the
implementation of new regulations on asset management, financial institutions
abstain from rigid repayments. As a result, non-compliant products decreased,
and the market share declined. Due to the government intervention, the
investors are speculative and irrational in the stock market. The financial
derivatives market is constantly being innovated, but it is limited by product
design and risk control level, so the risks are relatively high. The crude oil
forced liquidation event in 2020 is a warning for Chinese investors. Relying on
the development of the Internet, financial frauds such as pyramid marketing
and P2P frequently occurred. In 2018, the Chinese government initiated the
comprehensive control over Internet finance.

State Council

Financial Stability Development Committee

3.
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China Banking and Insurance
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China Securities Regulatory
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Ministry of Finance

Bank
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Securities Exchange

Department of Finance of Province
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Insurance

Futures Exchange

Others

Others

Department of Finance of
Municipality
Department of Finance of County

China's credit environment is relatively stable, with an annual credit growth
rate of about 10%, and an increase in financing of 25 trillion yuan in 2019. The
epidemic led to a sluggish economy. In order to support the development of
the real economy, the People's Bank of China implemented the targeted RRR
cuts of 1% on small and medium-sized banks, releasing 400 billion yuan to
ease market credit pressure. At present, the benchmark of loan interest rate is
4.35 to 4.9%, and the country implements the PLR pricing mechanism to guide
the marketization of loan interest rates. In the long run, the cost of personal
financing in China is expected to gradually decrease.

Product Innovation
Environment

Wealth Management
Environment

China's fintech innovation has met its spring. Traditional financial institutions
research and develop PC and APP products, launch de-manualized business,
and create high-tech services such as intelligent investment consultancy. In
terms of products, P2P, microfinance and other financial innovation platforms
have flourished in China since Yu’ebao has successfully opened the Internet
financial market in 2013. At the same time, financial giants have established
cooperation with Internet companies, and many Internet financial products such
as "Financial Connect", "Zhongan Insurance", and "Easy Connect" have emerged.

In order to balance innovation and risk, the Chinese “Supervision Sandbox” is now officially launched, which,
in the premise of protecting consumer rights, aims at relaxing regulatory policies, and providing a real market
space with controllable risks for financial institutions to test and explore innovative products in order to strictly
prevent risks and meanwhile create a good development environment for China's fintech innovation.
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1.1.4 Mainstream Investable Products
in China’s Financial Market
WikiResearch-Financial Assets Ratio of Chinese Urban Citizens in 2019

Savings Deposit
Market

Bank Wealth
Management Market

Stock Market

Fund Market

Savings deposit market: In 2019, China's savings reached 82.13 trillion yuan,
accounting for half of China's households’ financial asset allocation.
With the strengthened supervision over bank wealth management products
in 2018, and the implementation of new asset management regulations, the
growth of wealth management products has slowed down. Structured deposit
products have absorbed a large amount of low-risk preference funds and
become the new object of Chinese investors. In addition, major banks set up
wealth management subsidiaries, which are dedicated to transforming family
wealth into long-term pension investment products and providing diversified
investment options.
China's stock market is dominated by retail investors, accounting for up
to 40%, with a total number of about 155 million. In 2019, China's stock
market performed well, with SSE Composite Index and SZSE Composite
Index rising by more than 20%, outperforming other major indexes in the
world and stabilizing at the "C" (central) position. The total market value of
A-share increased to 63.3 trillion yuan, ranking the second in the world. At
present, A-share has been included in MSCI, S&P Dow Jones and other world
mainstream indexes, and its weights continue to rise.
There are 654 public funds in China, with assets of about 14.8 trillion yuan, of
which ETF funds reaches 577.3 billion yuan, and stock ETFs have become the
mainstream. Since capital-protected products have basically been withdrawn
from the Chinese market, low-risk currency funds have been favored by
Chinese residents. In addition, private equity funds have been growing
rapidly, with a total capital of 14 trillion yuan in 2019.
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Futures Market

In 2019, there were 78 kinds of listed options and futures products in China,
with the market capital of more than 500 billion yuan and the cumulative
turnover of 290.61 trillion yuan, featuring many retail investors and small
contracts. According to FIA data, China's commodity futures trading volume
has ranked the first in the world for nine consecutive years.

Bond Market

China's bond market developed rapidly in 2019, and the market value
balance of bonds reached 89 trillion yuan, far exceeding the market value
of stocks during the same period, and ranking the third in the world, second
only to the US and Japan. China's 10-year Treasury bond yield is currently
about 2.6%.

Source: 2019 Survey on Assets and Liabilities of Chinese Urban Households, National Bureau of
Statistics, WikiResearch, 2020

Source: 2019 Survey on Assets and Liabilities of Chinese Urban Households, National Bureau of
Statistics, WikiResearch, 2020
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1.1.5 Personal Wealth in China
Since 2008, Chinese residents' wealth has strikingly increased, the main driving factor of which
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1.2 Development Environment of
Forex Margin Industry in China

is the rapid development of China's real economy. With the slowdown of China's GDP growth
and the adjustment of industrial structure, the growth of China's per capita investable funds has
gradually decreased, and emerging industries such as software and the Internet have become
the core industries for wealth creation. In 2018, personal investable assets in China reached 190
trillion yuan, and increased stably by 15% to 20% in the past two years.

China, as the world's second largest economy and the largest trading country, its global influence
has been growing and it has become one of the potential competitors of the superpower. According
to the data from World Economic Forum, China ranked the 28th in global competitiveness in
2019. Its significant advantages lie in its huge market and stable macro-economy, as well as its
outstanding ability in innovation and technical communications.

WikiResearch-Personal Investable Assets in China
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WikiResearch-Regional Distribution of High-net-worth Individuals in China

In 2018, the per capita investable capital of high-networth individuals in China has reached 30.8 million
yuan, with a total amount of about 61 trillion yuan,
accounting for 32% of the total. Regional wealth in
China was relatively balanced, with each of the 23
provinces and cities having more than 20,000 highnet-worth individuals, who are relatively concentrated
in coastal places. High-net-worth individuals of
Guangdong, Shanghai, Beijing, Jiangsu, Zhejiang,
Shandong, Sichuan, Hubei, Fujian, Tianjin, and Liaoning
have surpassed 50,000, among which Guangdong,
Shanghai, Beijing, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shandong
have already exceeded 100,000.

7.
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Source: China Private Wealth Report by China Merchants Bank and Bain Company,
WikiResearch, 2020

Politics

China pursues an economic development
policy with stability and harmony at its
core, strictly controlling foreign exchange
with strong government intervention.
Since China joined the WTO, the financial
reform has progressed step by step,
pursuing financial innovation. At present,
China's financial market has been
opened up. With the participation of
foreign financial institutions, the product
structure of China's financial market will
surely be improved gradually.

Economy

In recent years, China’s economy has
steadily grown. The trade surplus has
gradually expanded, and the overall
economy shows a desirable trend.
However, the Sino-US trade frictions
have caused uncertain effects on China's
economic environment, and the RMB
exchange rate has been depreciated. In
this context, there is a growing demand
for products that can hedge the risk of
RMB exchange rate.

Technology Society
China's Internet environment is mature,
with a 4G coverage rate of 98% and a
mobile Internet popularity rate of 99.1%.
Big data, cloud computing, and AI are
widely used in the financial field. From
Alipay to mobile banking, Chinese users
tend to trade online, which also provides
a favorable environment for the online
promotion of forex margin industry.

The population of Chinese mainland has
exceeded 1.4 billion and the market advantage
is outstanding. However, as the fertility rate
decreases year by year, the society is showing
an aging population structure with a declining
population of labor force. The per capita
income (30,733 yuan, 2019) does not match
the level of urban development, much lower
than that in the developed countries. Besides,
there is a huge gap between the rich and
the poor. Residents' investment awareness is
increasing year by year.
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1.2.1 Development Environment: Policy

1.2.2 Development Environment: Economy

Since China joined the WTO in 2001, international integration has become an inevitable trend

In the 40 years of reform and opening up, China's economic growth has attracted worldwide

of financial reform. During the transition period, by improving the traditional financial market,
China improves the structure of financial derivatives and opens up channels for the influx of
foreign capital. The participation of foreign institutions will definitely promote the development
of China's financial market. But at the same time, taking Asian financial crisis as a mirror, the
Chinese government takes strict foreign exchange controls, and there are solid channel barriers for
foreign exchange transfers. On the whole, China's political attitude toward opening up is a positive
signal to forex margin trading practitioners and investors, but the opening of FX market still has to
be expected.

attention. China's annual GDP growth rate is 9.5%, and foreign trade grows at an average
annual rate of 14.5%, ranking the first contributing to the global economy for 13 consecutive
years. In 2019, China's GDP exceeded USD 14 trillion, and its growth rate slowed to 6.1%,
ranking the second in the world, and the gap with US in output value has been narrowed year
by year. Although the Sino-US trade frictions reduced the exports to the United States, the first
breakthrough of the RMB exchange rate to "7" also eased part of the tariff pressure. China's
annual trade surplus expanded to 2.95 trillion yuan, and the overall economic environment
showed a positive trend. In early 2020, the outbreak of the epidemic hit China's real economy.
To ease the economic pressure, the central bank lowered the interest rates on loans and deposits,

WikiResearch-China’s Capital Market: Opening and Innovation
In January 2019, the China Science and Technology Innovation Board launched, and technological
innovation in the capital market accelerated.
In May 2019, the QFII/RFII domestic investment quota was cancelled, attracting foreign capitals.
In June 2019, the Shanghai-London Stock Connect was opened, and A-share market and London
capital market established a connection channel; in the same month, the Sino-Japanese ETF was
successfully listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
In December 2019, China entered the "option era" and CSI300 Index option contracts were listed on the
China Financial Futures Exchange.
In April 2020, the restrictions on foreign equity ratio in securities, funds, futures, and life insurance
industries were canceled. The foreign financial institutions entered the domestic financial market in a
large scale.

WikiResearch-China’s Foreign Exchange Management: Loose Deposit and Tight
Withdrawal
For Chinese bank cards, the annual withdrawal overseas shall not exceed the equivalent of RMB
100,000, and the withdrawal of a single day shall not exceed the equivalent of RMB 10,000.
The amount of foreign exchange for Chinese residents is USD 50,000 per person each calendar year.
Large-scale cross-border transfers of foreign currency of more than 10,000 US dollars for a single
person and of foreign currency equivalents of more than 200,000 US dollars for a non-natural person in
a single day are directly supervised by the Central Bank, and suspicious transactions are prohibited.
Illegal transactions of foreign exchange to a serious degree will be regarded as criminal offense, such
as an underground bank.
The remittance of USD 5 million or above under the capital account shall be reported to the SAFE for
approval. The SAFE also regulates six types of large-scale foreign investment businesses.

9.

and more investment demand will appear in the future.

WikiResearch-2010-2019 Trend of China and US Annual GDP (Trillion US Dollars)
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WikiResearch–Major Economic Indicators of China
Key Items

Amount

Per Capita GDP (US Dollars, 2019)

10,263.74

GDP Growth Rate (%, 2019)

6.1

Loan/Deposit Rate (%, 2020/05)

4.35/1.5

Trade Surplus Growth (%, 2019)

25.4

Foreign Exchange Reserve ( Million US Dollars, 2020/04)

3,091,459.0

CPI Growth (%, 2020/04)

3.3

Source: World Bank, CEIC，2020.
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1.2.3 Development Environment: Technology

1.2.4 Development Environment: Society

China's Internet technology is developing rapidly. However, owing to the huge population and the low

China is a multi-ethnic country with a total

quality, China's Internet penetration rate and mobile phone coverage rate are inferior to those of other

population of over 1.4 billion, making it the world's

developed countries. In 2019, the scale of Chinese Internet users reached 854 million, an increase of

most populous country. Among them, the Han

25.98 million from 2018, and the Internet popularity rate reached 61.2%, of which 99.1% were mobile

account for 91.51% and the minority account for

Internet users. China's online video users are the largest, accounting for 88.8%. The Internet business

only 8.49%. The ratio of men and women in China

has expanded from traditional film and television to games, e-sports and other fields. In addition,

is balanced (1.04:1). The proportion of female labor

China's online shopping environment is mature, with a customer base of 639 million. Live streaming,

force is declining year by year, while their private

factory e-commerce, and community retail have become new highlights of online consumption.

wealth is increasing. Women of 50-59 years old
have the most sufficient funds. In 2017, the financial
power of 63% of households in Chinese mainland

Country

Smart Phone

Mobile Internet

Internet

China

68%

60.5%

61.2%

to the customer data from Citibank, Chinese female

Korea

94%

87.8%

96%

customers hold far more retail banking products

Japan

55.3%

71.1%

94%

US

77%

80.3%

89%

was dominated by women. In addition, according

than male customers. Apparently, Chinese female
customers are more willing and active to invest than

WikiResearch–
Core Population Indicators of
China’s Society
Total Population
(Million, 2019)

14000

Labor Force Population Ratio
(%, 2019)

68

Employment Population
(Million, 2019)

774.7

Monthly Income
(US Dollar, 2019/12)

1071

Unemployment Rate
(%, 2020/03)

3.66

male customers, and the potential of female market
cannot be ignored.

China's 4G coverage rate exceeds 98%, and the
number of base stations is 5.44 million, leading the
world. In addition, China's 5G technology is also
leading the global market. With the strong support
of communication technology, social networking,

WikiResearchLeading Tech Products of
Various Industries in China
Social Softwares

Population Distribution

mobile payment, mobile fitness, online car

Deposable Income

rental, mobile video, mobile reading and other

Education

applications have covered all aspects of Chinese
users. It is worth noting that China is the world's

Third Party Payment

largest mobile payment market, with Internet
face-scanning, replacing scanning codes became
the main payment method for Chinese users.

Online Shopping

In addition, the central bank's digital currency was
opened for testing in April 2020, and technologies

Consumption
Urbanization:

finance payments accounting for 44%. In 2019,

Car-hailing Apps

such as block chain, big data, and the Internet of
Things have gradually penetrated into the lives of
Chinese residents.
11.

WikiResearch–Population Differences in China’s Urban and Rural Areas

Source:：PEW RESEARCH CENTER, 2019.

China's urbanization rate
has reached 59.58%. The
gap between urban and rural
development is large, so is the
gap between the rich and the
poor. In 2018, the total number
of high-net-worth individuals in
China has reached 1.97 million.

Urban

Rural

848.43 Million

551.62 Million

42358.8

16020.67

Above College

Mostly Primary and Junior Level

28086

13328

Education Level:
The attendance rate for nineyear compulsory education is
99.9%, surpassing the average
level of high-income countries,
and the population of reaching
the education level of college
(college degree or above) is 125
million. Limited by educational
resources, the difference in
education between urban and
rural residents is extremely
obvious.

Income and Consumption:
The average disposable
income and consumption of
residents have increased year
by year, while the proportion
of consumption in disposable
income has steadily decreased.
It can be seen that due to the
impact of high housing loans
and liabilities, Chinese residents
have become more cautious in
consumption.

Source: 2017 Report on China Women's Wealth Management, CEIC, National Bureau of
Statistics, 2020
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CHAPTER 1

Part II
Development Status Quo of
Forex Margin Brokers Operating
in China
SUMMARY

China's financial market is in a new stage of development. The
government is actively creating a favorable environment for the
reform and development of China's finance. Foreign financial
enterprises entering the Chinese market will stimulate new vitality,
and the structure of financial products will gradually be in line
with the international standard. Some Chinese residents benefiting
from the development of economy have accumulated huge wealth. The
innovation of the financial environment has been stimulating Chinese residents’
awareness of investment. Under this environment, the investment demand of
Chinese residents is constantly increasing. Although the forex margin industry
is restricted by policies, the huge Chinese market has already prepared a good
environment for the development of forex margin industry.
13.

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report
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Development Status Quo of Forex Margin Brokers Operating in China

2.1 Regulators of China’s Financial Market
The forex margin industry has become matured in the UK, the US, Japan and other countries,
with a solid user base and strict legal supervision and protection, while the forex market in China
is relatively closed. Forex margin trading has not been officially recognized by the mainland, and
currently there are only inter-bank and bank-to-customer forex trading markets. The regulators of
China's forex market are mainly composed of the People’s Bank of China, the State Administration
of Foreign Exchange and China Foreign Exchange Trade System. The central bank conducts
overall supervision, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange implements specific affairs
management, and China Foreign Exchange Trade System is responsible for detecting exchange
rates and providing inter-bank forex transaction.

Development Status Quo of Forex Margin Brokers Operating in China

CHAPTER 2

2.1.1 Historic Events of China’s Forex Margin Market
According to WikiResearch, China’s forex margin industry has experienced several rounds of
opening and halting for the past 30 years. In the 1980s and 1990s, forex margin business was
introduced into the mainland from Hong Kong, which was banned by the government in 1994 due
to the huge losses caused to a large number of investors. From 2004 to 2008, the forex margin
business experienced a round of barbaric growth, but was finally banned again in 2008. The
internal cause was that the powers and responsibilities of domestic regulators were not clearly
stipulated and that there were insufficient relevant laws and regulations on self-regulation, and
so on. The external cause was that most Chinese investors invested blindly due to the lack of basic
forex knowledge and trading skills. Their risk prevention consciousness was weak and risk control
ability was insufficient.

State Administration of Foreign Exchange:
The People's Bank of China has authorized the State Administration of
Foreign Exchange to supervise the spot and forward foreign exchange and
retail markets.

China's Forex Trading System:
As a trading platform for inter-bank forex market, it provides inter-bank

1994
First
Prohibited

forex transactions, fund clearing of forex transactions, the delivery of RMB

In the 1980s and 1990s, forex brokers from Hong Kong set
up offices in Shanghai and started forex margin business in
the mainland China, which became the first forex brokerage
companies to have penetrated into the Chinese market. However,
forex business at this stage developed aimlessly. The lack of
laws and the imperfect supervision has led to huge losses to a
large number of individuals and institutional investors. The China
Securities Regulatory Commission explicitly prohibited all kinds of
forex margin transactions.

interbank lending, and information services about the forex, bond and
money markets, etc.

2004
Temporarily
Opened

2008
Prohibited
Again

15.

China’s regulatory policies were implemented increasingly flexible.
Many internationally renowned forex brokerage companies
approved by the China Banking Regulatory Commission have
entered the mainland and set up offices in China. Major banks
were eager to try. China Minsheng Bank even allowed customers
to trade with up to 30 times leverage. During this period, forex
margin business welcomed its great development in China.

The China Banking Regulatory Commission issued a notice to halt
and has not reopened the forex margin business till now. However,
the state does not object the setting up of representative offices
of some overseas securities firms in China. Here are some brokers
authorized by the CBRC, SAXO BANK, IG, CMC MARKETS, etc.

.16
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2.1.2 Significant Juncture in China’s Forex Margin History: 2017

2.1.3 Development Stages of China’s Forex Margin Industry

Since 2008, China’s forex margin market has not been reopened, but its pace of development has

According to WikiResearch, the degree of opening up the forex market is determined by the level

never stopped. The year 2017, a significant juncture in China’s forex margin history, saw the rapid

of national economic development, opening-up and forex regulation. China is currently in the

development of forex margin transactions in China, various offline activities conducted by brokers,

transitional period from the first stage to the second. The regulation in the second stage is still

emergence of multiple types of institutions such as technology, asset management, education, etc.

strict, and no qualitative changes have occurred. There is still a long way to go to transform to a

The industry has developed rapidly. However, the prosperous development of the market came to

mature forex market.

an abrupt end in 2018.

WikiResearch-China's Forex Industry Met Historic Opportunities in 2017 for the
Following Reasons

Phase 1

Phase 2

Strictly Regulated Spot Exchange Market
I

Firstly, the P2P industry faced a trust crisis and the
market has shrunk dramatically.

II

Secondly, the stock market was sluggish. The crash
left a deep impression on investors’ mind. A large
amount of funds was withdrawn from the stock
market. The investors had no faith in the stock
market.

III Thirdly, due to policy restrictions on spot exchange

transaction in domestic market, Exchanges
transformed themselves one after another.
IV Fourthly, in terms of the national policy, the

internationalization of RMB has been being
promoted.
V

Fifthly, well-known brokers in the global forex
industry flocked to the Chinese market, and China’s
forex industry has become flourishing with fierce
competition.

VI Sixthly, institutions and asset management talents

transformed themselves to foreign investment,
injecting investment and research power into the
forex industry.

In 2018, China’s financial
supervision policy was tightened
comprehensively, from wealth
management, funds, online loans,
digital currencies to forex, and
financial liquidation. The fundamental
cause was that the excessively rapid
development led to the abnormal
growth and rapid expansion of the
financial industry. The incidents
that brokers absconded happened
frequently, and investors suffered
huge losses. As of the end of 2018,
the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange has dealt with the illegal
forex transaction websites, among
which 572 are closed, 18 rectified
and cleared, and 16 interviewed. The
authority once again emphasized
that financial licenses shall be limited
by national boundaries, and crossborder financial services shall not be
operated without a license.

The forex transaction is limited to the
approved banks and customers. Sinoforeign joint ventures, Chinese-foreign
cooperative enterprises, foreign-funded
enterprises and individuals are not
allowed to trade. The transaction price
of the buyer and the seller shall be
determined according to the supply and
demand of the forex market.

Deregulated Spot Exchange Market
In the second stage, the audit of forex
buying and selling parties can be
loosened gradually, and the transaction
can be extended to designated forex
banks and state-owned enterprises,
collective enterprises, Sino-foreign joint
ventures, Chinese-foreign cooperative
enterprises, foreign-funded enterprises
and residents.

Phase 3

Fully Opened Foreign Exchange Market
The transaction scope is further
expanded, and the transaction price can
be further liberalized. The amplitude of
fluctuations can be expanded. In addition
to banks, state-owned enterprises,
collective enterprises, Sino-foreign joint
ventures, Chinese-foreign cooperative
enterprises, foreign-funded enterprises,
individuals and foreign-funded brokers
can also trade at this stage.

VII Seventhly, the Internet, programmatic transaction,

social finance, and FinTech have infused new impetus
into the forex industry.

17.
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2.1.4 Layout of China’s Financial Institutions
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CHAPTER 2

2.1.5 Sentencing of China’s Illegal Forex Margin Transaction

on Forex Margin Industry
Although forex margin trading is illegal in China, it is still rampant. Investors who speculate in
According to WikiResearch, many large groups in China explore the forex margin market by
investing. Ping An Bank made strategic investments in Etoro, and WorldFirst, Saxo and KVB
Kunlun were respectively acquired by Ali, Geely and CITIC Securities. Guotai Junan even obtained
the forex license on November 19, 2018 and has been authorized to conduct inter-institutional
forex business by the state. Although Guotai Junan is currently unable to provide personal forex
trading business, it indicates that China’s forex market is gradually advancing.

forex on the Internet without the approval or filing consent of the regulatory authority or buy
and sell forex outside the designated forex bank and China Foreign Exchange Trade Center and
its branch centers violate the national regulations on forex margin transaction and disrupt the
financial order, completely in conformity with the case stipulated in Article 3 of Circular of the
Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Concerning the Specific Application of the Law in the
Trial of Criminal Cases of Defrauding and Illegal Transaction of Foreign Exchange: investors who
buy and sell forex outside the designated forex bank and China Foreign Exchange Trade System
and its branch centers and disturb the market order shall be convicted and punished in accordance
with the provisions of Item (3) of Article 225 of the Criminal Law (that is, the crime of illegal

WikiResearch-New Layout for Forex Business of Chinese Companies

operation) if they violate the following situations :
I

trading forex illegally of more than US$200,000;

II

obtaining illegal income for more than RMB50,000.

Note: The public need to fully understand the hazards of engaging in forex margin trading,

Ping An

On November 16, 2015, Ping An of China Securities and eToro
announced in Shanghai to launch strategic cooperation. Ping An
would assist eToro to operate its business in China and accelerate
its development in China’s forex market.

Alibaba

On November 16, 2015, Ping An of China Securities and eToro
announced in Shanghai to launch strategic cooperation. Ping
An would assist eToro to operate its business in China and
accelerate its development in China’s forex market.

Geely

19.

On February 14, 2019, WorldFirst, London-based British crossborder payment company, completed the change of ownership
and became the wholly-owned subsidiary of Ant Financial
Service Group with Alipay.

CITIC
Securities

On January 29, 2015, CITIC Securities acquired its 60% equity
from KVB Kunlun Financial Group Limited (short for “KVB
Kunlun”).

Guotai
Junan

On November 19, 2018, Guotai Junan Securities has been
approved by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange to
operate the forex settlement and sale business, which is the first
security agency in China permitted to operate forex business.

improve the awareness and ability of preventing risks, and beware of property losses caused by
illegal transactions.

The acts of brokers and IBs belong
to the case that purchasing and
selling forex outside the designated
institutions, which is in accordance with
the provisions of Article 3 of Circular
of the Supreme People’s Court on
Several Issues Concerning the Specific
Application of the Law in the Trial of
Criminal Cases of Defrauding and
Illegal Transaction of Foreign Exchange,
and pertain to the circumstance under
Note 4 of Article 225 of the Criminal
Law, namely, violating the crime of
illegal business operation.

As for the speculative online
forex transaction, besides serving
as the intermediary to charge
commissions, the court, in practice,
also dealt with a series of illegal
transactions, in which cases the
brokers obtain the investors’ funds
by betting against them through
the modification of the data on the
fake trading platforms. Institutions
and individual investors involved in
this kind of illegal transactions are
usually convicted and punished by
the court for fraud.

Disclaimer: This report does not induce readers to invest, and you may bear all risks arising therefrom.
Forex margin transaction is full of high risk. The ordinary investors are advised to stay away.
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2.1.6 Penalty Cases of China’s Forex Margin Transaction
As early as 1994, the Notice of the China Securities Regulatory Commission, the State

Development Status Quo of Forex Margin Brokers Operating in China

CHAPTER 2

2.2 Business Construction of Forex Brokers
Operating in China

Administration of Foreign Exchange, the State Administration of Industry and Commerce, and the
Ministry of Public Security on Strictly Investigating and Handling Illegal Transactions of Foreign
Exchange Futures and Foreign Exchange Margin explicitly stipulated that any institution carrying
out forex margin transactions without approval are illegal and that customers (corporations and
individuals) who entrust unauthorized institutions to conduct forex margin trading are also illegal.

The work for forex brokers to build platforms in China is relatively complicated. The investment
costs may vary from brokers according to registration place, platforms, and regulatory licenses.
The following are five basic steps to construct a platform.

The following are two penalty cases.

01

To: Shanghai Aoxiwan Information Technology Co., Ltd.

PENALTY
CASE

Register Company

Broker: ACY (Founded on July 1, 2015)
Event review: Aoxiwan Information Technology Co., Ltd. provided website
record-filing for its overseas parent company ACY, applying for the WeChat
official account ACY and registering the Chinese website of ACY with pop-up
providing Chinese-language customer service. ACY was a fintech company
regulated by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission and did not
hold the license to conduct financial business in China. Aoxiwan was actually
a domestic institution providing services for illegal online trading brokers and
illegally collecting service fees from abroad, which violated the regulations on
foreign exchange control. It was ordered to rectify, and penalized for RMB 320,
000.

To: Xiamen Su Hui
Broker: Xiamen Su Hui (Founded in 2013)
Event review: Chen Lijian, head of Xiamen Su Hui, bought a franchised
license and built a platform to trade forex, earning commissions, spreads,
and rollovers, and so on against the trading rules of silver. He used the MT4
software created by the market maker
and modified the exchange rate of
RMB to US dollars and other important
information so as to make the K lines
fluctuate. From 2013 to 2015, a total of
11,000 clients made investments with
Xiamen Su Hui, with the deposit of 875
million yuan and the withdrawal of 496
million yuan. Chen Lijian obtained a total
amount of 347 million yuan by fraud.
The No. 5 Intermediate People’s Court of
Chongqing Municipality sentenced him
to life imprisonment and to compensate
the victims for all their losses.

MetaQuotes no longer sells MT4/5 main label since 2017. Brokers can
choose the white label platform, whose fees range from US$5,000 to
US$30,000.

02

PENALTY
CASE
Connect Liquidity

Choose Trading
Platform

Select LP (liquid provider) to set leverage and transaction fees.
Control risks and bridge system. Assist security broker to monitor and
hedge risks.

Choose offshore or onshore supervision. Many small and medium-sized
brokers choose offshore supervision, which is relatively loose. Onshore
supervision has extremely high requirements for the capital scale and
standard of registered companies.

Upgrade Platform

21.

The registration place of a company is generally located overseas,
such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Cyprus, or the Cayman Islands,
etc. The registration fee is from thousands to tens of thousands. Forex
platform technology companies can help to build the official website,
which may cost thousands to tens of thousands.

Apply for Forex
Licence

Product updating is important for brand promotion, such as building
a CRM system, submitting automatic deposits and withdrawals
online, setting agent ratings, automatic commissions, and employee
management, etc.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.
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2.2.1 Trading Modes of Forex Brokers Operating in China
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2.2.2 Customer Acquisition Ways of Forex Brokers
Operating in China: Broker Classification

According to WikiResearch, the exploration of Chinese market requires policy support and brand
effect. Investors prefer high leverage and usually invest in a large amount of money. They are

The customer acquisition modes of China’s forex margin market are mainly divided into three

not interested in bonuses, but only care about whether the money can be normally deposited or

types: Type I brokers generally adopt the mixed mode of IB and direct customer. The customer

withdrawn. In the current forex retail market, many forex brokers will attract investors with pure

contribution under these two modes is basically the same. Type II brokers focus on the local

ECN/STP mode, but 99% of them just offer ECN quotes, rather than really sending the customer

market and continually develop a large number of IBs for market promotion. Type III brokers are

orders to the first level liquidity market because of the high cost. In addition to ECN quotations,

mostly large brokers that entered the Chinese market from 2008 to 2018. With years of popularity

they may charge transaction commissions to cover the cost for obtaining ECN quotations, which

in the market, they have stable customers and relatively abundant capital, more willing to promote

is also part of its risk-free profit, because transaction commissions charged are higher than the

online to attract direct customers instead of relying on IBs under the premise of maintaining the

cost of obtaining ECN quotations from liquidity providers. In China, brokers mainly adopt the

brand. At present, China’s forex brokers have limited access to customers due to the industry

MM mode, and there are also some brokers operating under mixed modes. Compared with ECN

regulation and development restrictions. Most brokers rely on IBs to acquire customers.

brokers, exchange rates offered by market makers are less fluctuated, which is not good for scalp
traders.

WikiResearch-Competitive Advantages of Direct Customer
Large brokers do not recruit IBs mainly owing to the following aspects:
I

It's not easy to control IBs who are prone to cause troubles.

II

The profit of trading directly with customers is higher (returning the profit of IBs to the
direct customer, reducing their transaction costs and keeping them more stable).

STP Mode

ECN Mode

MM Mode

Straight Through Trading (STP),
also called A-BOOK in the
industry, means that brokers
send clients’ orders to a bank
through the straight through
processing system, and then
the orders are dealt when the
price is close to that of the
bank. Exchange rates under
STP mode fluctuate more
greatly and it is likely to slide
when the order amount is large.
Besides, the profit and loss of
clients have nothing to do with
the broker.

Under Electronic
Communication Network (ECN)
mode, all investment orders are
anonymously placed on the
Internet. The transaction price is
generated through competitive
bidding. The orders are executed
fairly at the best available
time and price. Spreads are
floating, and may even become
negative. ECNs mainly make
profits from commissions. This
mode, with high threshold for
opening an account, is mainly
for institutional investors.

Market Maker (MM), also called
B-BOOK in the industry, means
that brokers always stand
in the position of investors’
components and hold the
opposite position against
investors. If investors make a
loss, the money they lose is
that the market maker earns,
and vice versa. The keyword for
MM mode is “VAM” (Valuation
Adjustment Mechanism).

III

Maintain the brand.

WikiResearch-Proportion of Customer Acquisition Mode of Three Types of Brokers
100%
90

80%

80
Direct Customer

60%
40%

50

20%
10

0%
Type I Brokers

23.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020

IB

50

Type II Brokers

20
Type III Brokers

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020
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2.2.4 Customer Acquisition Ways of Forex Brokers

Operating in China: Typical Direct Customer Mode

Operating in China: IB

According to WikiResearch, large brokers who have several years of experience in forex market

According to WikiResearch, IBs in China are mainly divided into two types on the basis of size:

prefer the direct customer mode. The following are the three main customer acquisition ways for

personal IB (mainly acquaintances) and corporation IB (business, technology and academy, etc.).

brokers adopting direct customer mode.

Chinese IBs are mainly medium-sized, accounting for nearly 60%, and the number of customers
is usually less than 100. According to the data, each IB can devote an average of 50,000 yuan in
deposits per month. Small and medium-sized IBs are deeply involved in regional or local markets,
mainly because they can acquire customers from their mature and stable social circles. And

WikiResearch–Main Direct Customer Acquisition Ways
in China’s Forex Market

Chinese investors are more susceptible to the influence of acquaintances to enter the forex market.

WikiResearch-China’s Forex IB Levels
Q. Which is your company's business scale?
19%

Large

22%

Medium
Investor
Education

Advertising
Activities

Social Circle
of Friends

Small

59%
Some brokers have developed
their own analysts and traders
to provide education activities
for investors, which is favored
by Chinese forex investors. They
offer guidance to investors by
sharing basic forex knowledge,
investment strategies, video,
audio and soft texts on live
broadcast platform, public
account, Weibo and other
platforms, which can easily
acquire direct customers.

Advertising, online and offline
activities are conducive to
establishing the brand image
and acquiring direct customers.
More than 80% of new
investors in China will check
the relevant websites of broker
rankings when choosing a
forex broker. Opening flagship
stores, promoting brand
advertisements, conducting
online competitions and
offline exhibitions can increase
the conversion rate of direct
customers.

Social contact has a deep
influence on Chinese investors.
Even mature investors are more
inclined to ask their experienced
friends for advice. Regular
clients’ introduction is one
of the main ways for brokers
to develop China’s direct
customer market. In addition,
social forums, WeChat forex
investment groups, QQ chatting
groups and other social
platforms also assist brokers to
obtain customers.

WikiResearch-Deposit Amount Brought by IB
Q. What is the monthly average deposit amount (¥) your company
brings to a single broker?

¥1,000-5,000

11.5

¥5,001-20,000

32.2

¥20,001-50,000

13.7

Above ¥50,000

41.3
0%

25.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020

10%

20%

30%

40%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=87, 2020

50%
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2.2.5 Customer Acquisition Ways of Forex Brokers
Operating in China: Typical IB Mode

2.2.6 Promotion Channels of Forex Brokers
Operating in China

IBs have become the major force in exploring new-user markets. Brokers cooperate with IBs

According to WikiResearch, international brokers mainly promote online and offline in China. In

through rebating commissions, sending gifts, reimbursing expenses for salons and offices. The

view of the restrictions of policies and regulations, brokers are unable to advertise on the traditional

monthly deposit amount of large-scale IBs is between 500,000 and 1,000,000 US dollars, and that

media platforms. Information websites, self-media and APP market have become the main online

of small-scale IBs ranges from 10,000 to 100,000 US dollars. At present, the cost of rebates on

promotion channels. Traditional media advertising can establish a good brand image, but it costs

the forex market is relatively high. The amount of internal rebates is about 5 to 15 US dollars per

much. The interview result shows that large-scale brokers mostly adopt traditional advertising

trade, and external rebates are 20 to 50 US dollars. According to WikiReseach, there are five types

for promotion, while small and medium-sized brokers shift their focus of promotion to other low-

of IB models existing in the Chinese market, among which IBs providing training and technology

cost channels, such as self-media and social forums. The offline activities are relatively low-key and

service are more popular with Chinese investors. Some IBs set minimum deposit when working

mainly are aimed at developing customers in the name of investment and wealth management. With

with clients, generally ranging from 10,000 to 50,000 US dollars.

the decrease and disappearance of exhibitions, offline activities may take on new forms and reappear.

WikiResearch–Main IB Types in China’s Forex Market
Training

Technology

Analyst & KOL

Some forex training institutions
are also engaged in IB
business, mainly cooperating
with brokers by introducing
c u s to m e r s to t h e m a n d
offering courses and lectures.
At present, training institutions
set up courses which cover
various aspects including
b a s i c f o r e x k n ow l e d g e ,
investment strategies,
fundamental analysis, and
actual operations for clients
of different professional levels.
Some institutions also provide
forex certification exams to
attract customers’ attention.

This type of IB mainly focuses on
traders and can be divided into three
categories: EA, manual and EA plus
manual intervention, providing a
variety of services such as account
entrustment and copy trading. The
customer acquisition mode is mainly
based on the performance displayed
on public account and community
forum, soft article promotion,
acquaintance introduction. Their
profits mainly come from brokers’
commissions and customers’ profit
sharing, 3:7 and 4:6 split being the
common. The interests of customers
are ensured through sharing the loss
in proportion and closing the position
at the unprofitable price.

This type of IB mainly
establishes a professional
image and develops fans
groups by providing investment
analysis through live broadcast,
soft article, etc. Analysts and
KOL introduce customers to the
brokers, and they get rebates
and charge lecture fees. For
clients that are their fans, they
provide copy trading signals
( We C h a t , Q Q, a n d so c i a l
trading communities), regular
live courses and other services,
with general charges ranging
from RMB 1, 000 to 5,000 every
month.

Asset Management
Chinese asset management IBs are relatively
common. This kind of IB has technical, analysis and
risk control teams and mainly provides custody
services. Some IBs launch asset management
products with clearly specified profit range and
risks. The amount of managed funds is huge.
Asset management IBs acquire customers by
the introduction of other customers, free training,
taking over the accounts of other teams, and the
introduction of cooperative brokers. The profit is
mainly from profit sharing or asset management fees.

27.
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Business
Business IBs are mainly divided into two categories.
The first category is responsible for customers,
brokers and technical teams. IBs select the
safe broker and professional technical team for
customers and charge by profit sharing. And
they will take responsibility for certain risks when
something goes wrong with the broker or technical
team. The second category focuses on rebates.
IBs can obtain high rebates when they reach
the requirements for customer scale. Customer
resources are obtained through hierarchical rebates.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=87, 2020.

40%

Information Website

60%

Self-media & APP Market

WikiResearch-Online Promotion Channels
About 40% of brokers choose information websites and well-known vertical
forex platforms to promote by means of various forms, such as brand promotion,
bonus activities, advertorial3, and trading competitions. Some large platforms
also have live broadcast rooms.

Some brokers promote the company’s brand by publishing soft articles with
media an account, which is highly professional and can attract more customers
with lower investment costs. In addition, App market has also become one of the
promotion channels. Brokers increase the number of APP hits and downloads by
buying keywords, thus occupying the new customer market.

WikiResearch-Offline Promotion Channels
The offline small-scale activities include exchange receptions, brand launches, etc.,
mainly for IBs, focusing on technical exchanges and expanding contacts. Some brokers
develop the market through IBs. Therefore, recruiting high-quality IBs is helpful for
exploring the Chinese market.

The offline exhibition and salon mainly rely on IBs to attract more investors to invest in
the name of investment and wealth management. Although regarded as an effective
way by most brokers, offline exhibition is decreasing due to the tightened restrictions in
recent years.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.

75%

Small-scale Activity

25%

Exhibition & Salon
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2.2.8 Obstacles and Features of China’s Forex Margin Industry

Operating in China
According to WikiResearch, the biggest barrier for international brokers to conduct forex business
in China is policies and regulations restriction, and limited customer acquisition mode. Compared
with other forex markets in Asia, China has a huge forex margin market, and Chinese forex
investors usually deposit much funds and trade actively, presenting a remarkable market potential.
However, individual investors are short of investment awareness, which makes the investor
education a key breakthrough point.
Beijing
Xi'an
Weifang

WikiResearch–TOP 5 Obstacles Against Developing China’s Forex Market
Shanghai
Chengdu

Q. What do you think is the biggest obstacle against developing China’s
forex market?
Policy and Regulation

Shenzhen

Liuzhou

54.1

Investor’s Insufficient Forex Knowledge

20

Chaotic IB Market

12.6

Language Problem

First-tier Cities
According to WikiResearch, at the time
of loose policy, some large brokers
whose business scales were second to
none, established offices in Beijing,
Shanghai, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Jinan,
Harbin, Xi’an, Dalian and other cities.

Second-tier Cities

However, as the national regulations

Chengdu, Chongqing, Xi'an, etc.

came out, all offices were revoked.

Asset management corporations and educational
institutions account for the most.

Most brokers currently have no office

market up. They set private offices in
first-tier cities and silently develop the
Chinese market.

29.

6
0%

10%

20%

30%

Third and Fourth-tier Cities
Weifang of Shandong, Liuzhou of Guangxi
and Quanzhou of Fujian, etc.
Ponzi schemes are rampant in most of these
cities.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.

40%

50%

60%

WikiResearch–TOP 5 Features of China’s Forex Market
Q. What do you think is the unique feature of China’s forex market?
Unstable Policies

40

Insufficient Investor Education

entities in China. However, many
brokers are unwilling to give this big

Small Customer Base

Mainly Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Shenzhen.
These are mostly the Chinese offices of
international brokers.

7.3

21

High Deposits and Highly Active Investors

20

Great Market Potential

10

Poor Ability of Professional Traders

9
0%

10%

20%

30%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.

40%
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2.3 Classification of Forex Brokers Operating
in China

2.2.9 Expectations and Market Attitudes of
Forex Brokers Operating in China
Currently, 58% of brokers are optimistic about the Chinese market. As the policy is gradually

1

liberalized and the market is maturer, some brokers are full of confidence in the future
performance of Chinese market. Interviewees believe that China’s forex margin market is relatively

Forex Brokers Connecting with Overseas Licensed Brokers

Features:

young and has huge development potential.

Onshore regulation, such as FCA, ASIC regulatory licenses.
In addition, 63% of forex brokers believe that China will open up the margin market in the future.

Segregated accounts.

Since China’s accession to the WTO, RMB has gradually become internationalized, and it is

Some forex brokers under overseas regulation cooperate

imperative for China to integrate the financial industry with the world. However, due to various

with Chinese IBs and set offices in Shanghai, Beijing,

factors such as national conditions and education quality, the opening will take a relatively long time.

Shenzhen and other first-tier cities. The investors can open
accounts and conduct transactions through IBs.

WikiResearch–Forex Brokers’ Expectations for the Chinese Forex Market
Q. What is your attitude toward China’s forex
margin industry in the next three years?

22%

Offshore regulation, such as Seychelles, Vanuatu, etc. Such
regulation is weak in strength and unable to guarantee
Owning all MT4 permissions. No segregated accounts.
Hedging. Customer funds will not be invested in the

22%

Not Optimistic

Brokers Under Invalid Regulation in China

capital safety.

Cautiously Optimistic
Hard to Say

2

36%

Rather Pessimistic

Pseudo-finance (Ponzi Scheme)

Features:

WikiResearch–Forex Brokers’ Attitudes
Toward China’s Forex Market

8%

Recommendation award
22%

Cloned platform, overrun, no license
Money transferred to individuals or companies
Capital was locked (cannot be withdrawn at any time)

41%

Fixed investment exchange rate

Yes, within 10 years
29%

No

IRON and ACFX were regulated
by CySEC. However, because
overseas regulators are unable
to provide legal protection,
the investors can’t do anything
about these brokers that
absconded with their funds.

international market to trade forex, which is extremely risky.

3

Q. Do you think China will permit margin
trading in the future?

Overseas brokers have developed
their businesses in the Chinese
mainland market for many
years and have attracted a huge
number of online forex investors
and a group of professional and
international employees practicing
in operation, market, and
business, which establishes a solid
foundation for the development of
China’s forex margin industry.

Features:

8%
12%

Very Optimistic
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Yes, but it will take a long time

Profits or commissions can be hedged and transferred to
each other
No MT4 trading account, etc.

IGFX and PTFX were typical
examples of Ponzi schemes.
They used fake forex transaction
data to defraud in the name
of forex transaction by means
of pyramid marketing. They
misappropriated huge amount
of investors’ funds by means of
server failures, hacker attacks,
falsifying deficit transaction
records, leading to an extremely
serious effect.

Uncertain
31.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.
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2.3.1 Identification of Broker’s Strength: Capital
China’s forex margin market has not yet been opened, and the investors’ funds cannot be safely and
effectively guaranteed by legal supervision. And there are more than 1,000 forex margin brokers in
the Chinese market. It has become a required skill for investors entering the forex market to choose
high-quality brokers and stay away from fraud brokers. In this chapter, WikiResearch lists the
necessary means to identify fraud brokers from three aspects for investors’ reference.
Different levels of regulators have different capital requirements for brokers to apply for licenses.
Broker’s capital strength can be identified through the licenses they hold. The capital requirement
of the first-level regulators is the strictest, the net capital of which should be over 20 million US
dollars. While the fourth-level regulators have looser requirements of capital for brokers to apply a
license, as low as 50,000 to 100,000 US dollars.

Region

Region

America

Regulators

National Futures Association（NFA）

Review Period/
Month

Two to three days
(non-members)
Three months
(official members)

Capital
Requirements

Adjusted net capital no less than USD
20,000,000

Annual Fee

/

Offshore/Onshore

Region

33.

United Kingdom

Onshore

Level

First Level

Annual Fee

/

Offshore/Onshore

EUR 3,500-75,000

Offshore/Onshore

Annual Fee

EUR 3,000-10,000

Offshore/Onshore

Review Period/
Month
Annual Fee

Annual Fee

/

Offshore/Onshore

Region

Australia

Regulators

Australia Securities & Investment
Commission（ASIC）

Region

Review Period/
Month

6-10

Capital
Requirements

AUD 1,100,000

Review Period/
Month

Annual Fee

AUD 3,500-50,000

Offshore/Onshore

Annual Fee

Level

Second Level

Third Level

EUR 125,000 (category 2)
EUR 730,000 (category 3)

Capital
Requirements

GBP 1,000,000 for margin

Level

Malta Financial Services Authority（MFSA）

6-8

Capital
Requirements

Onshore

Regulators

Review Period/
Month

Fifty working days

Second Level

EUR 80,000 (brokers not holding investors’ funds)
EUR 200,000 (brokers holding investors’ funds)
EUR 1,000,000 (market maker)

Annual Fee

Malta

Level

Cyprus Securities and Exchange
Commission（CySEC）

Capital
Requirements

Region

Onshore

Regulators

5-6

Review Period/
Month

Onshore

Cyprus

Review Period/
Month

Region

First Level

NZD 1,000,000

Capital
Requirements

Financial Conduct Authority（FCA）

Level

Financial Markets Authority（FMA）

/

Regulators

Onshore

Regulators

Review Period/
Month

Region

WikiResearch–Regulators’ Requirements for and Details of License Application

New Zealand

Onshore

Level

Third Level

Regulators

International Financial Services
Commission（IFSC）

3-4

Capital
Requirements

USD 100,000

USD 5,000

Offshore/Onshore

Belize

Offshore

Level

Fourth Level

Regulators

Seychelles Financial Services
Authority（FSA）

/

Capital
Requirements

USD 50,000

USD 2,500

Offshore/Onshore

Seychelles

Offshore

Level

Fourth Level
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2.3.2 Identification of Fraud Brokers: Basic Information

2.3.3 Identification of Fraud Brokers: Transaction

Regulation, time of establishment, registration information and regulatory license are important

According to WikiResearch, apart from the company’s license and basic information, the following

information to distinguish broker’s qualifications, among which checking the license is of critical

six points can also help investors identify fraud platforms:

importance, which is usually overlooked by Chinese investors, owing to the language barrier for
them to search brokers’ licenses on the regulators’ websites. In order to help investors distinguish

Trading Software: Some brokers use pirated MT4 software with low credibility and security.

fraud platforms, WikiResearch outlines the four basic types of information that judges the

Hence, the fund safety is not guaranteed.

qualifications of brokers.

Segregated Account: Generally speaking, a segregated account is to effectively isolate the
client’s assets from the broker’s own assets. It is recommended to understand the relevant
information about segregated account before investing.

Time of Establishment

The length of time that a broker has established for can indirectly
reflect its strength. Illegal Ponzi schemes are mostly liquidated within
2 years, and the duration of fraud platforms is generally within 3-6
months. In contrast, brokers setting up a long time have stronger
strength and the risk of absconding is low.

Demo Account: Forex demo account is a basic tool for testing brokers. You can know whether
the broker is a fraud platform or not from the aspects of installation procedures, transaction
process, quotation update speed and spreads, etc.
Restrictions on Deposits and Withdrawals: Generally, it is difficult for investors to withdraw
on fraud platforms. Fraud brokers cut off the customer service and reject the withdrawal
application with system update as the excuse. There are even situations where additional

At present, it is relatively simple to register a company overseas, and
a shell company can be registered through an intermediary. Such
companies often have the problems that phone calls are answered
by company’s agent or the address on the website is inconsistent
with its registered address.

deposit must be paid when customers want to withdraw.
User Comments: In order to know about a platform, new users can check the comments made
by other users on social networking media, community forums, forex websites, etc. In fact, most

Registration Information

users’ feedbacks are of high value for reference.
Deposit & Withdrawal Channels: Chinese investors commonly use the third-party payment to

Supervision

Some third and fourth-level regulators, such as Seychelles and
Vanuatu, have immature regulatory and legal systems. The
registration can be finished fast with low cost, and most of
registration information cannot be checked. It is suggested that
investors should be aware of the real condition of the regulator to
avoid heavy loss.

deposit and withdraw. Besides, some platforms also apply LR (Liberty Reserve), which is unable
to be regulated by domestic banks and provides an opportunity for many fraud brokers.

Investors can search the license number on regulators’ official websites, such as
FCA of UK and ASIC of Australia, so as to know whether it exists or not. Most
fraud platforms only have the logo or link of FCA, and don’t have the license
number.

Restrictions on Deposits
and Withdrawals

Segregated Account

1

“Authorized” means it is regulated.
“No longer Authorized” means the license has been canceled.

2

3

4

Payment Method

5

6

“EEA Athorised” means it is authorized by the EU, and the regulator is not FCA.
“Appointed Representative” means it is an authorized representative.

Trading Software

Demo Account

Customer Feedback

Regulatory License
35.
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CHAPTER 2

2.3.4 Tips on Trading
The above-mentioned aspects are advised to be taken as just reference as rampant forex
frauds have taken a heavy toll on millions of investors in China, whose complaints often go
unnoticed.
Due to regulatory restrictions, investors should stay cautious about investing in the domestic
forex market. We hope that the following tips can serve as theoretical support for investors to
identify fraudulent platforms.

TRADING TIPS
There are more than 1,000 brokers in China.
Some brokers disguise as reliable platforms,
which makes it difficult to distinguish. Here is
a summary of signs that show potential frauds.
If you have similar experiences as listed below,

SUMMARY

please stay cautious:

1. Serious slippage during the trading process
2. The so-called “mentor” shouted an order, which
leads to profit at first, but followed by loss.

yet. For policy reasons, international brokers operate their Chinese businesses in a

3. Trading accounts are frozen and transactions

relatively low-key manner and tend to acquire new customers via online channels.

4. A forced stop-out takes place when investors

and medium-sized ones largely rely on introducing brokers to develop the local market.

5. A fake account is opened on the trading

industry has a great potential to unleash due to the nation’s huge population, enormous

delayed.

are still making profits.

sI

China's forex margin industry has undergone ups and downs and has not opened up

platform in order to induce investors to make
deposits. The fraudulent platform makes
investors lose money by manipulating the
trading prices.

6. Leverages raised to inflict as many losses as

possible on investors within a short time period

7. Frequent transactions executed by the broker
as a way of earning high commissions

Large brokerage firms prefer the “direct customer acquisition” model while the small
Despite being hit hard in 2018, the industry - still in its infancy - remains energetic. The
amounts of investor deposits and active trading activities. That’s the reason why many
overseas brokers are reluctant to opt out of the Chinese market.
The lack of effective supervision of the unfledged forex margin market in China has led
to a large number of fraudulent brokers springing up. Brokers absconding
with client funds have inflicted great losses on investors who lack
both trading experiences and expertise and often find it hard to file
complaints. However, high returns are still appealing to investors.

37.
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Part III
Research on Investors
in China's Forex Margin Industry

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report
39.
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3.1.1 Industry Data: The Scale of Active Investors

The WikiResearch team went on field trips to ten cities across the country and interviewed 60
investors to collect first-hand information. Meanwhile, 1,000 copies of questionnaires were
released online with 991 valid ones received. The purpose of the survey is to showcase the
characteristics of China's forex market and investors, and to help them understand the current
status of the market while serving as a reference for international brokers operating businesses
in China. However, due to limitations in survey method and sample errors, the overall picture of
Chinese forex investors is yet to be revealed, and further research still needs to be conducted.
In view of the fact that there is a lack of data on China's forex margin market, the industry
data in this section derive from field surveys and the valuation model. We hope for your kind
understanding if there are any deviations. This section is intended to show forex brokers and
investors the scale and changing trends of the market. The data does not include information
about illegal platforms such as operators of financial scams and Ponzi schemes.

The year of 2017 is hailed as the starting point of China's forex industry. The rapid growth of
brokers and introducing institutions has led to a large number of forex investors. However with
further development of the industry, a myriad of illegal online platforms and financial scams
have sprung up, wreaking losses on Chinese investors. In 2018, State Administration of Foreign
Exchange banned more than 600 illegal forex margin trading websites under the law; many large
overseas brokers were obliged to opt out of the market. The Chinese forex margin market was
reshuffled. According to WikiResearch, China's forex margin market has shrunk significantly
since 2018, and the number of active investors in 2019 is about 1.3158 million, a decrease of
nearly 30% compared with 2017. However, since 2019 the geopolitical crisis has deepened; black
swan incidents have frequently occurred around the world; and the Chinese stock market have
experienced volatility arising from downturn of the real economy. As a result, a large number of
investors begun to seek new growth opportunities in their own interests. From our point of view,
an unstable global political landscape will accelerate the expansion of China's forex margin market.

8 Million+ 1.31 Million+ 5.3 Billion+
Retail Investors
（2019）

Monthly Active
Investors on Average
（2019）

1000+
Brokers
(2020)

1:400

Most Used Leverage
(2020)

41.

85%
IBs' Contribution
to Deposits
(2020)

Monthly Gross
Deposits on Average
（2019）

5000+
Per Deposits
(USD, 2020)

WikiResearch–The Scale & Growth Rate of Annually Active Investors on Average

200
150

-23.48%
187.27
143.3

100

5~15

IB Commissions Per Lot
(USD, 2020)

-8.18%

18.4%

155.79
131.58

50
0
2017

2018

2019

2020e

Number of Active Forex Investors (ten thousand)
Annual Growth Rate of Investors (%)

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60) &
Questionnaires (P=991)
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3.2 Overview of Chinese Forex Investors

3.1.2 Industry Data: The Scale of Deposits
Since 2018, the amount of China's monthly average deposits has continued to shrink - to 5.278
billion US dollars in 2019. In addition to the diminishing scale of the forex market, China's

According to WikiResearch, forex margin investors in China are largely male between 26 and

outstandingly performing A-shares is also eating into the market share of the forex margin

45 years old. Despite being less active in forex margin trading, Chinese women are still a group

industry. In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic made investors feel pessimistic about the stock

that cannot be ignored. Due to the fact that forex investment in China is unregulated more often

market, leading to a slump at the opening trading session of the year. In the meantime, the forex

than not, Chinese women know little about it and are relatively conservative. We believe targeted

margin market had a small increase in scale. Some investors interviewed said that during the

investor education activities may help expand the female-investor market whose great potential

epidemic they invest more money in forex and trade more frequently. A volatile market means

should not be underestimated.

increasing profitability, which stimulates enthusiasm toward investment. Generally speaking, the
forex margin market remains promising.

WikiResearch–Gender of Chinese Forex Investors

10.10%

Male

WikiResearch–The Scale of Monthly Deposits on Average (100 million USD)
100
75

88.14

-34.69%

-8.30%

57.56

50

26.39%
66.71

52.78

89.90%

WikiResearch–Demographic of Chinese Forex Investors

50%

49.49

40%
30%

25

29.29

20%

0
2017

2018

2019

2020e

Amount of Monthly Average Deposits (100 million USD)
Growth Rate of Monthly Average Deposits (%)

43.

Female

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60) &
Questionnaires (P=991)

10%

10.10

0%
<26

26~35

36~45

6.04

5.07

46~55

>55

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)
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3.2.1 Overview of Chinese Forex Investors: Background

3.2.2 Overview of Chinese Forex Investors: Income

According to WikiResearch, forex margin investors in China are largely working-class people

The annual average household income of
Chinese forex margin investors is largely
between 80,000 and 300,000 CNY,
making up more than 50%. Moderately
prosperous and middle-class families
(150,000-300,000 CNY) comprising 33.3%,
the biggest proportion. Investors whose
household income on average is below
30,000 CNY or reaches 1 million CNY and
above account for a small proportion around 7%.

and freelancers, accounting for 36.2% and 25.4% respectively. It is worth noting that investors
working as freelancers in first-tier cities make up 38.7% - much higher than those taking up other
occupations. This group of people, equipped with better educational background and professional
qualities, are rather enthusiastic about investment, hoping to achieve financial freedom by
investing in forex or accumulate wealth to realize their dreams. In addition, the majority of
investors in second-tier cities hold managerial positions in corporations, comprising 34.2%.

WikiResearch–Occupation of Chinese
Forex Investors
Q. What do you do for a living?
Working Class

Entrepreneur

Corporate Executive

Self-employed

Freelancer

Business Owner

Q. What is your family's annual income?

The way and amount of consumption
vary for investors living in different tiers of
cities. Those in first- and second-tier cities
tend to spend more. Among them, the
proportion of investors featured with ultrahigh amount of expenditures in first-tier
cities is significantly higher than that of
those in other cities. In third- and fourthtier cities, consumption patterns are similar
and investors there tend to spend less.

12.1%
9.1%

WikiResearch–Annual Household
Income on Average of Chinese Forex
Investors (CNY)

36.2%

25.4%

3.1%

1-5 million

4%

0.3-1 million

19.2%

150,000-300,000

33.3%

8,0000-150,000

20.2%

30,000-8,0000

13.1%

≤30,000

7.1%

17.2%

In terms of education, investors who graduated from colleges and universities account for over

>5 million

WikiResearch–The Way Chinese Forex Investors Spend Money

75%, of which nearly 50% are undergraduates. Those holding a high school diploma and below, or

Automobile (CNY)

a master's degree and above make up only 16.2% and 8.1% respectively. This shows that Chinese
investors’ education level is relatively concentrated. And we find the distribution of investors’
education level in first, second and third-tier cities is almost identical; but over 40% of investors in
cities below the fourth-tier don’t even have a high-school diploma.

<100,000

101,000-300,000

301,000-500,000

501,000-800,000

801,000-1,000,000

>1,000,000

WikiResearch–Education Level of Chinese Forex Investors
Mobile Phone Change

Q. What is your education level?
High School Diploma & Below

16.2

Three-year College Diploma

annually

31.3

Four-year Undergraduate Diploma

2.1-3 years

>3 years

44.4

Master's Degree/MBA

Travel

7.1

Doctor's Degree & Above

First-tier City
Second-tier City

1
0%

45.

1.1-2 years

Third-tier City
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60) &
Questionnaires (P=991)

0

1-2 times/year

3-4 times/year

>5 times/year

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)

Fourth-tier City
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3.2.3 Overview of Chinese Forex Investors: Product Preferences

3.2.4 Overview of Chinese Forex Investors: Investment Proportion

According to WikiResearch, stocks, insurances and funds have become the most favoured financial

Chinese forex investors are relatively rational when it comes to investment. Around 50% of them

instruments among Chinese forex investors apart from margin trading. Different from the

put 10-30 per cent of their total household income into the financial market, with the ability to

performance of China’s investment market as a whole, investments in bank deposits and wealth

sustain a certain amount of risk. Meanwhile, about 5% of them invest more aggressively, with

management products account for only 25.3% of the forex sector while fixed-income investments

the amount exceeding 70% of their household income. There is no significant difference in the

comprise 11.1%. It can be concluded that Chinese forex investors prefer medium- and high-risk

proportion of investment among investors in cities of different tiers. Most investors whose amount

products featured with high returns. In recent years, gold and crude oil have become first choices

of investment making up less than 10% of household income come from the fourth-tier cities. This

for forex investors due to their price volatility. The "three-minute plunge scenario" of crude oil

demonstrates that investors in these cities are more cautious about investment.

earlier this year provides a lesson for investors and also shows the potential high returns from
spot products. In addition, about 20% of investors have invested in cryptocurrencies. With the

According to WikiResearch, more than 80% of professional investment institutions advise that the

popularization of the Central Bank's digital currencies, cryptocurrency products look promising.

proportion of investment to total household income should fall into the range of 10-30 per cent
and that of forex investment be less than 10%.

WikiResearch–Chinese Forex Investors' Preferences for Financial Instruments
Q. Which instruments have you invested lately?
Forex

100
48.5

Stocks
39.4

Insurances

36.4

Funds

35.4

Precious Metals
27.1

Commodities

25.3

Bank Deposits/Wealth Management Products
20.2

Cryptocurrencies

16.1

Derivatives

11.1

Bonds
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

The Most Favourable Instruments (Except Forex)

47.

First-tier Cities

Second-tier Cities

Third-tier Cities

Fourth-tier Cities

Stocks 48.4%

Stocks 53.7%

Insurances 46.7%

Stocks 41.75%

Insurances 45.8%

Funds 43.9%

Bank-issued Products 40%

Precious Metals 41.9%

Precious Metals 39.1%

Stocks 40%

WikiResearch–Chinese Forex Investors' Proportion
of Investment to Total Household Income
Q. How many percentage points does your
financial investment make up your household
income?
Below 10%

50%-70%

Funds 33.3%

10%-30%

Above 70%

Insurances 25%

30%-50%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60) &
Questionnaires (P=991)

5.3%

4.7%
16.2%

26.3%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)

47.5%
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3.3 Overview of Chinese Forex Investors:
Classification

3.3.1 Market Features of Different Regions in China:

Although China's forex margin industry has opened up several times, investor education has not

According to WikiResearch, professional investors in China's first-tier cities account for 36.6%, and

been enough. Investors - mostly grassroots - usually accumulate experience through years of
investment. "Spending money to buy lessons" has become Chinese investors’ ticket to the forex
market. The WikiResearch team paid visits to 60 investors and divided Chinese investors into four
categories - namely professional investors, beginners, advanced investors and those who commission
IBs to invest in forex. According to WikiResearch, most investors are at the advanced stage of forex
trading, accounting for up to 47.5%, while beginners and professional investors make up only a small

Investor Classification

beginners make up 19.5%. Cities like Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen and Guangzhou have the biggest
forex market and a mature forex margin industry. Investors in these cities are more professional and
willing to take more initiative in trading; the competition between brokers and IBs is also fiercer. The
proportion of professional investors in cities below the second and third tiers decrease significantly
while that of those who commission IBs increase sharply. Overall, forex investors in different Chinese
cities are mostly at the advanced stage of trading, and the full potential of beginners is yet to be tapped.

proportion. It is worth noting that professional ones comprise 27.1% - much higher than beginners
do. This shows that the training of China's newbie investors has been quite slow in recent years.

WikiResearch–Forex Investor Categories in Chinese Cities of Different Tiers
Q. Which investor category do you fall into?

BEGINNERS

17.9%
Thrill seekers with gambling mindset
Huge deposits, high leverages,
frequent transactions
Anxious investing, seeking profits
within a short time frame
Susceptible to all sorts of information
Low customer loyalty

Cautious about investing due to past
experiences of lossses
Keep learning trading strategies and
monitoring market trends
Build more social connections by participating
in technical exchange activities
Medium-level customer loyalty

47.5%

Trading accounts executed by IBs
Focus on earnings rate and potential risk

19.5%

19.3%

22.5%

Third-tier Cities

Fourth-tier Cities & Below

12.7%

11.7%

Third-tier Cities

Fourth-tier Cities & Below

Beginners

Understand the basics of forex
trading
First-tier Cities

Pay attention to performance of
the technical team
Customer loyalty depends on how
well orders are executed by IBs

7.5%

36.5%

Second-tier Cities
29%

Professional Investors

INVESTORS WHO COMMISSION IBS
First-tier Cities

PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS

27.1%

2.7%
First-tier Cities

Remain calm, firm and philosophical
Have stable trading habits, unsusceptible
to the outside world

Second-tier Cities

6.5%

14%

Second-tier Cities

Third-tier Cities

51.6%

54%

41.4%

19.2%

Investors
Commissioning IBs

Fourth-tier Cities & Below
46.7%
Advanced Investors

Have chances of being converted into IBs
Uniterested in all kinds of activities

ADVANCED INVESTORS

High customer loyalty
First-tier Cities

49.

12.9%

Second-tier Cities

Third-tier Cities

Fourth-tier Cities & Below

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)
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3.3.3 Trading Behaviours of Chinese Forex Investors:
Investment Experience

China's forex margin market remains in a gray area. Due to policy restrictions, there is a lack of

According to WikiResearch, investors generally go through five stages after entering the forex market

channels for Chinese investors to learn about forex margin trading. According to WikiResearch,

and are more likely to exit the market at the first three stages. The majority of Chinese investors trade

most of them gain access to the forex market via the following six channels.

forex for 1-3 years with insufficient understanding of margin trading and remain perplexed after
experiencing the initial stage of reckless investment and huge losses. Professional investment courses,
lectures, forums, and psychological counseling targeted at this group of investors are conducive to

WikiResearch–Chinese Investors' Access to the Forex Margin Market

30%

51.

25%

10%

From Spot/Stock Trading to Forex

Recommendation from Marketers

Relevant Work Experience

30% of forex investors in
China have invested in
homogeneous financial
instruments such as spot
products, stocks and futures.
These investors switched to
forex margin trading from other
financial investments after they
learned about the advantages
of forex investment.

About 25% of China's forex
investors came to know about
margin trading after door-todoor sales or telemarketing
efforts by marketers who are
employed by brokers and
IBs, and began investing after
learning more about forex.

About 10% of investors have
once worked with brokers, IBs,
forex media outlets and other
forex-related companies where
they came to understand the
industry and started their
investment.

Acquaintance Influence

20%

Fraudulent Job Hiring

10%

Lessons from Ponzi Schemes

About 20% of investors enter
the forex market under the
influence of acquaintances.
Chinese investors are more
likely to believe in the first-hand
experiences of their friends;
making profits from investment
is extremely convincing to
them.

10% of investors started forex
investment after falling victim to
job scams in which a company
recruits fresh graduates to fill
trader vacancies. But after
passing the systematic training,
employees are commonly asked
to "open an account" and invest
with their own money.

Ponzi schemes have been
rampant in recent years. A
large number of grassroot
investors were tempted and fell
into traps. About 5% of Chinese
investors began to learn and
invest in forex in a more rational
manner after suffering losses
from Ponzi schemes.

market expansion. More than 30% of the investors have 3-5 years of trading experience - a proportion
slightly lower than that of investors at Stage 2. Most of these investors are at Stage 3 and Stage 4.
They managed to restore morale after a period of self-doubt, mastered basic investment knowledge
and techniques, and showed more interest in activities such as technical exchanges, KOL experiencesharing, and investment competitions. In addition, investors who have traded less than one year
account for only 8%, which shows that the market for beginners needs to be further developed.

28.3%

Q. How long have you been investing in
forex margin?
Less than 1 year

3-5 years

1-3 years

Over 5 years

33.3%

30.3%

5%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60) &
Questionnaires (P=991)

8.1%

WikiResearch–Length of Time Spent on Investment

WikiResearch–Stages of Investment

Stage 1

Stage 2

Newbie

Cautious

(less than 1 year)
Aggressive investment
All-in tendency
Gambling mindset
Frequent transactions
Huge losses

(2-3 years)
Lack confidence
Self-doubt
Nervous about market trends
Start learning
Significantly fewer
transactions

Stage 3
Bold & Careful

Stage 4

Stage 5

Professional & Rational

Sophisticated & Independent

(3-4 years)

(4-5 years)

(5-8 years)

Confident
Trade boldly
Employ strategies
Keep learning
Understand the basics
of forex

Investment mindset
Stay relatively calm
Make trading strategies
and rules
Learn from experiences

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)

Independent and mature
High customer loyalty
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3.3.5 Trading Behaviours of Chinese Forex Investors:

Amount of Deposits

Trading Frequency

The amount that over 50% of Chinese forex investors deposit is between 5,000 and 50,000 CNY each

Over 50% of Chinese investors are used to trading on a daily basis. According to WikiResearch, how

time, with 30.9% of them making a deposit of 10,000-50,000 CNY. Those who deposit less than 1,000

often forex investors trade changes with their trading status. Most newbie investors tend to place

CNY account for 12.7%, which shows that mini accounts have a relatively good user base.

orders and close positions very frequently using the scalp trading strategy while closely monitoring
the changing K-line trend. In this case, they are very likely to suffer losses. However, with increasing

According to WikiResearch, more than half of Chinese investors hold positions of no more than

experience, they will gradually find the way that most suits them - staying rational with focus on the

150,000 CNY, with 31% of them holding positions of less than 10,000 CNY. Far less investors hold

band trend. During interviews, many relatively sophisticated investors told us about their trading

positions of over 150,000 CNY. In general, Chinese investors are more conservative in margin trading.

principals - "less trend-monitoring, lower trading frequency" has almost became a consensus.

WikiResearch–Amount of Single-time Deposit (CNY)

WikiResearch– Trading Frequency of
Chinese Forex Investors

Q. How much do you make a deposit on average?

5.5%
8.2%

≤ 1000

12.7%

7.3%

Q. How often do you trade forex?
33.1%

1001~5000

Daily
21.8%

5000~10,000
30.9%

10,001~50,000

59.6%

Weekly
Monthly

50,001~100,000
Above 100,000

20.9%

WikiResearch–Trading Habits of Investors at Different Stages
WikiResearch–Scale of Positions (CNY)
Q. How many positions are you holding in margin trading?
≤ 10,000

31
25.2

10,001~70,000
17.4

70,001~150,000
8.7

150,001~200,000

7.8

200,001~500,000
3.8

Above 1,000,000
0%

NEWBIE
INVESTORS

VS

RATIONAL
INVESTORS

6.1

500,001~1,000,000

53.

Frequent daily transactions
Trade at least 100 lots
Monitor the market trends for
over 6 hours daily
Scalp trading

10%

20%

30%

2-3 orders per day
Trade no more than 20 lots
Monitor the market trends for
1-2 hours daily
Mostly band trade

40%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)
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3.3.7 Trading Behaviours of Chinese Forex Investors:

Selection of Currency Pairs

Risk Preferences

According to WikiResearch, Chinese investors prefer trading the US dollars. Investors who trade

Chinese forex investors prefer high-leverage instruments. 71.5% of them use 1:100-1:500 leverages

majors are far more than those who trade crosses, with EUR/USD, Gold, GBP/USD and USD/JPY

and 14.2% use leverages of over 1:500. According to WikiResearch, some investors pay attention

being the most popular currency pairs. Major currency pairs are more stable than cross currency

to risk management when trading forex and try to contain risks by adjusting leverages or position

pairs which yield more returns. In addition, investors also favor the British Pound which has been

ratios, and setting a stop-loss line. Newbie investors prefer high leverages provided by brokers,

fluctuating significantly over the past few years due to political factors such as Brexit.

such as the 1:2000 leverage because of their gambling mindset, but tend to become more rational
after suffering losses.

Depending on varied strategies, the number of currency pairs traded varies among investors. Some
investors invest only 1-3 currency pairs and dig deep into them while others trade a portfolio of

WikiResearch–Leverages Most Selected by Chinese Forex Investors

currency pairs in order to reduce risk.

Q. Which leverage do you use most often?
WikiResearch–Amount of Single-time Deposit (CNY)
Below 1:100

Q. Do you trade majors or crosses?

5%
9.2%

14.3%

1:100-1:500
1:500-1:1000
Above 1:1000

Majors

37.5%

71.5%

Crosses

93.8%

Q. Which currency pair do you trade most often?
58.8

EUR/USD
55

Gold
48.7

GBP/USD
43.8

USD/JPY
37.5

GBP/JPY
12.5

EUR/JPY
8.7

Oil
0%
55.

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991)
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3.3.9 Forex Investors' Trading Practice in China: Deposit

Trading Platform

and Withdrawal Channels

With 94.9 percent of the market share, MT4 trading software has enjoyed an absolute advantage

At present, the main deposit and withdrawal channels in China's foreign exchange margin market

in China. Comparatively, MT5 users make up 14.1% and those softwares developed by brokers

are UnionPay, third-party payment- Alipay, WeChat and 360pay, wire transfer, digital currency,

account for 10.1%. WikiResearch found that the advantage of MT4 is that locked position is

VISA/Master credit payment and other methods. As China has tightened restrictions on illegal

possible and trading experience can be offered, while professional investors prefer MT5 and the

foreign exchange in recent years, the number of underground banks has decreased significantly.

availability of MT5 is one important standard for them to evaluate the professionalism of a broker.

UnionPay, third-party payment, and wire transfer have become the main deposit and withdrawal
methods for Chinese forex investors. The deposit and withdrawal take 1 to 4 days. During the
epidemic period, the process of some platforms has slowed down significantly. Desipte UnionPay

WikiResearch–Major Trading Platforms Used by Chinese Forex Investors

being the most popular channel in the Chinese market, many investors said that brokers who
provide wire transfer are much more favored.

Q. What trading software do you mainly use? (multiple choices)
94.9

MT4
14.1

MT5

WikiResearch–Major Deposit and Withdrawal Channels in China’s Forex Market

10.1

Broker Software
1

Others
0%

ELUSDT.COM
20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

The penetration rate of APP trading terminals in China is much higher than that in Southeast
Asia, Japan and other countries. More than half of investors use two types of terminals for trading,
which can meet the trading needs when staying at home or going out at the same time. According to
WikiResearch research, Chinese professional investors prefer to use the PC terminal for transactions,
while novice investors mostly use APP transactions. Many brokers therefore increase their marketing
budget for APP downloads as an effective way to make headway into the market of new user.

Q. What are your major deposit and withdrawal channels?

WikiResearch–Major Trading Terminals
Used by Chinese Forex Investors

27.1%

Q. What terminals do you use to trade?
PC
APP

WikiResearch–Major Deposit and Withdrawal Channels Chinese Forex
Invostors choose

68.7

UnionPay
58.6

Third Party Payment
59.6%

42.6

Wire Transfer
13.3%

15.8

Digital Currency
9.1

Others

Both

0%
57.

Source: China's Forex Market Research by WikiResearch, p=60, Customer Survey, User
Survey Result, P=991

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020.

60%

70%
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3.3.11 Forex Investors' Trading Practice in China:

Account Selection

Ways of Account Opening

According to WikiResearch, the three main account types in the Chinese forex market are STP,

The number of direct customers and IB customers in China is relatively average, and the latter is

ECN, and Mini accounts. Cent accounts are popular with users in Southeast Asia and other

slightly higher than the former in terms of proportion, and the proportion of both customers is as

countries, but they do not gain the same popularity in China. At present, STP accounts are still the

high as 52.5%. According to WikiResearch, brokers have different customer groups depending on

mainstream choice for investors, because brokers can provide commission rebates for agents and

how they acquire customers. Direct customers who open accounts pay more attention to investment

investors. But professional investors prefer to choose an ECN account.

quality, are more active in investor education and technology sharing activities, and have stronger
investment initiative. IB customers are more profit-sensitive. Some IBs set the deposit threshold for
cooperative customers, which makes a better quality of customers. But they have little knowledge of
foreign exchange investment, and most of them are passive receivers of marketing.

WikiResearch–Account Selection of Chinese Forex investors
Account
Type

Trading Method

Standard
STP
Account

The platform hedges the
trader's orders internally, and
the remaining orders will be
dealt with by the bank or the
upstream brokers.

ECN
Account

Mini
Account

All orders are posted on the
website, the price is set by
bidding, and the fairness is
matched according to the
best fairness of price and
time.
It has less transaction
volume. Generally, customers
in the company's internal
trading area cancel each
other out, or reach a dealing
desk with the company (MM)

Account Difference
•

High spreads, no fees

•

High trading costs，low
limitations on deposit

Cent
Account

59.

Mainly opened
by agents; some
rebates are
offered

23.2%

Q. How do you mainly open an account?
52.5%
IB
24.3%

Direct Customer
Both
•

Low spreads，fees charged

•

Low trading costs，tight
limitations on deposit

•

Minimum amount of deposit
ranges from $15 to $100, 0.01
lot

•

Lot size is smaller than regular
account

•
Similar to Mini Account,
customers form brokers
trade with each other or
reach a dealing desk with
the company.

WikiResearch–Ways of Chinese Forex
Investors' Account Opening

User Profile

•

Balance and spread are
calculated in cent terms, lot
size and some trading service
are limited

Mostly opened
by individual
investors;low
costs

WikiResearch–Customer Difference

Mostly opened by
novice investors;
beneficial to
develop new
market

Direct Customer
•
•

Less favoured by
Chinese users

Minimum amount of deposit
ranges from $0.1 to $5, 0.0001
lot to 0.001 lot

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020.

•
•

Most direct customers have some
investment experience and some basic
understanding of forex market
Focus on foreign exchange investment
learning, study investment strategies, and
be easily attracted by investment education
activities
Care about IB’s service and their brand value
Low average amount of deposit,Customer
stickiness is too weak to keep customers

IB Customer
•
•

•
•
•

Have a little knowledge of forex
investment, speculative and adventurous
Most are agent and copy trading
account holders; don’t care about
investment learning
IB introduces brokers
IB sets a high threshold of deposit
Strong customer stickiness; rarely leave

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020.
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3.3.13 Forex Investors' Trading Practice in China:

Trading Method

Knowledge Learning

According to WikiResearh, due to the serious negative impact of financial scams such as Ponzi

In recent years, with the rising popularity of investment education, the learning consciousness of

schemes and financial pyramid schemes, Chinese investors are more inclined to manage their

Chinese forex investors has also increased year by year. According to WikiResearch, more than

funds independently. About 89% of forex investors choose to trade independently, accounting

90% of Chinese forex investors understand the importance of investment learning. The reduction

for much more than other types of investors. In addition, EA trading is highly popular in China's

of investors' "gambling psychology" is conducive to the long-term and healthy development of

forex market, with users accounting for 27.9%. Its rationality and objectiveness can overcome

China's forex margin market.

the weakness of human nature, and its novelty meets the needs of the Chinese young people.
9.1%

However, investors need to choose EA programs carefully because of their wide spread of quality.
The WikiResearch team believes that with the popularization of the EA concept and the change of
users' investment habits, the market of EA trading customers will be further expanded.

WikiResearch–Chinese Investors'
Consciousness of Forex Investment Learning
Q. Do you learn about forex investment learning?
Yes
90.9%

No

E-learning users account for more than 80%, and there are various forms of learning. However,
there are problems such as messy information and no threshold for publishers on the Internet

WikiResearch–Chinese Forex Investors' Trading Method

channels. Investors are required to have professional qualities to screen information sources.
In addition, many investors interviewed emphasized the importance of reading, and the main

Q. How do you trade in most cases? (Multiple Choices)

learning method for professional investors is reading. Book sharing and its related activities are
more conducive to attract professional investors.

89.8%

Independent

EA Trading

Agent

Copy Trading

61.

27.9%

14.6%

12.1%

Direct customers and training, business,
and analysis agents
Direct customers (self-edited or
purchased programs), technical teams
and asset management companies
Technical team and asset
manangement companies

Copy trading commuinity, analysts,
KOL customers

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews
& Questionnaires (P=891), 2020

WikiResearch–Major Learning Ways of Chinese Forex Investors

Books

45%

Reading trading books is the
main learning method for Chinese
professional investors, which
helps investors form a complete
knowledge system and find
suitable investment strategies.
The masterpiece among these
books has become the faith and
spiritual pillar of many investors.

Internet

80%

E-learning becomes the top one
option for Chinese people, with
more than 80% of investors learning
through the Internet. As for e-learning,
people acquire information or
knowledge from information
searching, influencers, KOL advertorial,
live broadcasting, websites and online
community. Novice investors prefer to
study online.

10%

Training

Training as a typical passive
learning is sought after by more
young people. However, due to
the uneven level of institutional
education on the market, novice
investors are more difficult to
judge. In addition, the current
training fees on the market are
relatively high for some investors.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020.
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3.3.15 Forex Investors' Trading Practice in China:
Access to Information

Most of the forex investors interviewed focused on technology investment and paid more attention
to the learning and exchange of technical knowledge. In terms of fundamentals, investors mainly
focus on political news to ensure the correct direction of investment. In addition, according
to WikiResearch, Investment based on Metaphysics (Chinese: 玄学 ) (hereinafter refered to as
“Xuanxue”) is widely concerned by Chinese investors, but its popularity is currently low.

Chinese foreign exchange investors mainly obtain forex-related information online. According
to WikiResearch, information media, WeChat, QQ and self-media are the three mainstreams of
information acquisition channels for Chinese forex investors. Among them, information media
website users account for 69.7%. In addition, social platforms such as WeChat and QQ have
become information dissemination methods with Chinese characteristics. Chinese forex investors

WikiResearch–Information and News That
Chinese Forex Investors Follow

join local WeChat groups or QQ groups of forex investment through their friends' introduction
or active search to establish local contacts and meet professional investors. Investors and
practitioners will share investment experience, display investment results, exchange real-time
information in the group, solve doubts and answer questions, so as to build an influential group.

63.

Technical Information
—Objective, easy to learn

Fundamental Information
—Delayed and limited

According to WikiResearch, Chinese
forex investors focus on technology
investment and pay more attention to
indicators, candlestick chart and various
theories, such as Wave principle, Dow
theory, and Gann theory. The technical
analysis method is relatively objective
and easy for investors to learn and use.
Meanwhile, professional investment
strategies are also the focus of Chinese
investors.

Most investors interviewed do not pay
attention to fundamental information,
the main reason is that the information
obtained by retail investors is lagging
behind, and it is difficult to make
profit through fundamental analysis.
Moreover, investors with non-professional
backgrounds are not expert at processing
information, and rely more on the guidance
of professional analysts. In the fundamental
information, investors mainly focus on
current affairs politics and macroeconomic
trends to adjust investment strategies.

Xuanxue—Investment theory
with Chinese characteristics

Public Opinion on Brokers
—Reduce the risk of capital loss

Many interviewed investors expressed
interest in Xuanxue investment theory,
but flinched from its learning cost and
difficulty. Xuanxue investment is a
characteristic theory that blends Chinese
culture with its own sense of mystery. The
combination of meditation, entanglement
and Yijing reflects the laws of nature and
guides investors’ investment mentality and
behavior. There are currently few learning
channels on the market, especially
attracting the attention of some full-time
investors.

Due to the gray shade of forex margin
in China, Chinese investors lack a sense
of security when choosing a broker.
In addition to investment-related
information, Chinese forex investors also
pay more attention to broker news and
update themselves relevant information
to ensure the safety of funds. Therefore,
negative information and negative user
reviews have a significant impact on
the brokers' customer acquisition in
China.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020.

WikiResearch–Chinese Forex Investors' Access to Information
Q. Where do you get forex information? (multiple choices)

69.7

Information Media Website
44.4

Wechat,QQ
38.2

Self-media/Official Accounts
Brokers Website

31.2
26.3

Newspaper and Magzine

24.2

Online Community
17.2

Offline Activities
10.1

Facebook/Instagram
6.1

Zhihu/Weibo
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020

60%

70%
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3.3.16 Forex Investors' Trading Practice: Advertisement

3.3.17 Forex Investors' Trading Practice: Types of Activities

Online advertising has become one of the main channels for Chinese forex investors to understand

According to WikiResearch, Chinese foreign exchange investors like to participate in investment

forex, and about 83% of forex investors have expressed their interests about relevant advertising

education activities. In terms of online activities, advertorials written by analysts, traders and

content. In terms of advertising content, investor education has become a magnetic area, with user

KOLs and live broadcasting attract the most investors' attention (61.8%), while only 21.7% of users

attention reaching 42.4%, showing that the learning consciousness of Chinese foreign exchange

are interested in bonus distribution activities. It is worth noting that most forex invetors said

investors is constantly improving. In addition, it is worth noting that about 30% of Chinese

that there are trading restrictions on cashback activities and prefer promotional activities such as

investors pay more attention to trading software content. Increasing investment in R&D and

reward points. 69.7% of users prefer professional investment lectures in terms of offline activities.

innovation in trading software to provide a good trading environment for Chinese forex investors

Investors generally suggest that these activities can help them widen their circle and meet new

may be an effective way to explore the Chinese user market.

network of forex contacts. Therefore activities such as technical exchange summit and trader
interaction are very popular too. However, due to policy restriction, China's offline activities are
currently not frequent and relatively small.

WikiResearch–Advertisements Favoured by Chinese Forex Investors
Q. Have you ever noticed
advertisement posted by brokers?

WikiResearch–Activities Favored by Chinese Forex Investors
17.2%

Yes

Q. What online activities do you like? (multiple choices)

No
Advertorial and live broadcasting

61.8
42.7

Online School
82.8%

40.6

Sales Display
Investment Competition

Q. What advertisements can catch
your attention?

35.1

Gift and Cashback

21.7
0%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

42.4

Investment Education
Trading Software

30.1

Offline Activities

29.6

Q. What offline activities do you like? (multiple choices)

25.3

Branding

Investment Cases

11.4

Digital Currencies

11.1
0%

10%

42.4

Technical Exchange Summit

16.5

Online Activities

69.7

Professional Investment Lecture

22.2

Gift Distribution

65.

10%

Classroom Lesson

39.4

Salon and Exhibition
20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020

31.3
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Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020
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3.3.19 Forex Investors' Trading Practice in China:

Investment Income

Expectation for Future

According to WikiResearch, the current investment income of Chinese foreign exchange investors

During the interview, the WikiResearch team found that forex investors with more than 3 years

is relatively balanced. Among them, investors who lost money account for 34.3%, a little bit more

of investment experience generally recognized forex margin trading. Many professional investors

than those broke even or achieved profitability. At the beginning of 2020, with the outbreak of

switch from other products to forex investment, and such investors are extremely loyal once

the epidemic, combined with the collapse of crude oil prices, and the meltdown of U.S. stocks,

they enter the market. Some investors said that they became unstoppable once they start forex

investors' ability to judge the situation is seriously challenged. Global turmoil continues, and

investment. It can be seen that for investors who love trading, the charm of foreign exchange

turmoil may become the new normal in the future. Under this circumstance, lucrative possibilities

margin investment should not be underestimated.

caused by uncertainty will call on more investors to join the foreign exchange market, which
enables the polarization of investors' income.

WikiResearch–Advantages of Forex Margin
Q. What attracts you in forex margin trading?

WikiResearch–Gain and Loss of Chinese
Forex Investors

33.3%

34.3%

Q. How do your current forex earnings
look like?

32.4%

1 …… Trade fairness, information transparency, no market makers in forex market
2 …… Leverage available to adjust, efficient use of money
3 …… Two-way trading, flexible trading strategy, increase investment performance
4 …… 24H non-stop, suitable for EA trading
5 …… Large volume in the forex market, high liquidity
Overall, Chinese forex investors are positive about the future development of forex margin trading.
More than 55.6% of investors will continue to increase forex investment, 37.3% of users will keep
their trading volume unchanged, and only 7.1% of users will reduce their forex margin investment

Gaining

in the future. According to WikiResearch, the volatility and downturn of the real economy and

Breakeven

global turbulence are more likely to stimulate investors to increase their investment in forex

Losing

margin, and the market may usher in small growth in the future.
7.1%

WikiResearch–Chinese Investors's
Expectation for Future
Q. Will you invest more for forex investment?

37.3%

55.6%

Yes
Remain Unchanged
No

67.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020
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3.4.1 Self-protection of Chinese Forex Investors:
Selection of Brokers

China's forex margin trading is restricted by policies and regulation and remains illegal.
The unlawfulness leaves Chinese forex investors vulnerable to long-term risks. According to

According to WikiResearch, more that 80% of Chinese forex investors choose less than 3 brokers.

WikiResearch, 89.9% of Chinese investors have experienced risk accidents, such as runaway

Among them, 57.6% of forex investors tend to choose 2 or 3 brokers to trade, which can help them

platform, Ponzi scheme, malicious forced liquidation, etc.. Chinese investors have no other

compare the platforms' services and their liquidity while diversifying investment risks. Fewer users

alternative but to accept the results. But at the same time, the current market situation also

choose a brokerage platform, accounting for 29.3%.

serves as an educational warning for Chinese forex investors, who are forced to turn rational in
an unregulated environment. This section will introduce the self-protection methods of Chinese
investors in the forex market from various aspects such as brokers, selection of regulatory licenses,
and investors' personal risk control experience.

3%

WikiResearch–Chinese forex
investors' selection of brokers

10.1%
29.3%

Q. How many brokers do you work with?
WikiResearch–Risks Chinese forex investors have taken
Q. Have you ever taken any risk in forex trading?

1
2-3

57.6%

4-5
Above 5

10.1%
Yes
No

The factors that investors pay attention to when choosing a broker are relatively concentrated. Regulatory
licence, brand image, deposit and withdrawal speed and low spread have become the four most important
factors. Among these four factors, regulatory licence gains the attention of 73.7% of investors, making it the
top concern. In addition, the broker's brand image and industry status also have a significant impact on the
choice of Chinese investors. Established brokers backed by deep pockets are much more admired by investors.

WikiResearch–Key Factors for Chinese Forex Investors to Choose a Broker
89.9%

Q. What affects your choice of a broker? (three factors)
73.7

Financial Regulatory Licence
61.5

Brand Image and Influence
Deposit and Withdrawal Speed

59.9
59.1

Low Spread
8.6

Customer Service
6.1

Friend's Referring

2.3

Offline Activities

1

Promotion
0%
69.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020
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3.4.3 Self-protection of Chinese Forex Investors:

Broker Performance

Selection of Regulatory Licence

Currently, 76.8% of Chinese forex investors are relatively satisfied with the performance of brokers,

In terms of the selection of regulatory licence, Chinese forex investors can be divided into four

and the proportion of unsatisfied investors is only 23.2%. This shows that the comprehensive

categories, of which 50% of investors choose full-license supervision, accounting for a relatively

performance of foreign exchange brokers in the Chinese market has been recognized by investors.

high proportion. Investors generally believe that the registration of full-licence supervision are

At present, investors' concerns mainly focus on the attitude of the brokers to solve the problems

strict, and one full-licence can prove a broker is trustworthy. In addition, about 40% of investors

and the level of customer service. The most common problem in the interview was that the brokers

believe that brokers with licences can prove their compliance, but they don't expect that the

did not attach importance to Chinese forex investors, and poor customer service experiences

licences can keep their money safe. According to WikiResearch, Chinese forex investors generally

would weaken investors' faith and make them feel insecure. Chinese investors expect a 24H

attach importance to financial supervision, but they do not have enough in-depth knowledge about

Chinese customer service from their brokers. In addition, although problems such as server and

the selection of licences and the identification of authenticity.

hardware aging are inevitable, frequent network disconnection, slippage, and wrong quotes will
also dissuade Chinese investors.

WikiResearch–Chinese Investors'
Comprehensive Evaluation of Brokers

WikiResearch–Chinese Forex Investors' Selection of
Regulatory Licence
23.2%

5%

Q. Are you satisfied with your broker?
Yes
No

UNMINDFUL

About 5% of forex investors are unmindful of whether or not they
have a licence, believing that licence can only do its part in its home
country while it serves as a marketing tool to overseas market.

76.8%
About 5% of forex investors prefer offshore supervision because they
can have more options with higher leverage ratio.

OFFSHORE
SUPERVISON

5%

WikiResearch–Broker Problems That Chinese Investors Care About
Q. What do you think are problems with your broker's platform?

1 …… Servers of some brokers are aging, causing problems such network disconnection and

50%

FULLLICENCE

Around 50% of investors only choose full-licence supervision for its
strict regulation and strong protection for money. They therefore
focus on FCA, ASIC and FINAMA.

wrong quotes.

2 …… They don't care about Chinese investors and don't offer Chinese customer service or offer
poor service.

3 …… Customer service are not professional, harming their brand image.
4 …… Slow response and e-mail only can not guarantee investors sense of security.
5 …… Official website is not in line with Chinese browsing habit, offering bad experience.
71.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020

Around 40% of forex investors think licence is necessary but they don’t care
whether it is a full-licence or offshore one because full-licence only works in
its home country. They attach much importance to brokers' service.

BOTH

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020

40%
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3.4.4 Self-protection of Chinese Forex Investors:
Experience Sharing
BROKER'S MANAGEMENT
Affected by policies and frequent financial frauds, Chinese investors have a strong awareness of

Some investors will ask to meet platform management before opening an
account on the platform. Maintaining good contact with brokers is more
conducive to ensuring the safety of funds.

risk prevention and control. After many years of experience in the forex market, many investors
have shared with us their experience in selecting brokers. But no matter how effective the various
methods are, most investors say that the most important way of self-protection in forex trading is
to stay calm. Investors should take the initiative to control risks and make good use of tips, such as
balancing lots and leverage, small amount deposits, rapid withdrawal of profits, setting stop loss,
etc. to keep losses within their personal acceptable ranges at all times. It is advisable to adopt less
aggressive strategies, be prepared for uncollectible accounts, and avoid gambling.

SPONSORSHIP AND COOPERATION
Sponsorship and cooperation with big famous companies can prove
brokers to be powerful. Many investors prefer choose such brokers.

WikiResearch–Experience Sharing of Chinese Investors

BROKER'S SERVER

DOMESTIC OFFICE

Learn where broker's server is located. Investors prefer to work with
brokers whose servers are located in a foreign country or region, such
as Hong Kong, Macao, UK and US. In addition, if one broker has more
servers, they may have more customers.

Investors and agents with large amounts of funds tend to choose brokers
with offices in China. It is more conducive to investors to understand the
situation of brokers and improve the efficiency of solving problems.

CUSTOMER SERVICE PROFESSIONALISM

CERTIFICATION

When choosing a broker, investors first communicate with the customer
service and ask professional investment questions to understand the
compliance of the broker. The customer service response can intuitively
show the professionalism of the platform.

Some investors require brokers to provide certification such as sales
records, trusteeship certificates or wire transfer receipts to show the flow
of customer money. But there are currently fewer brokers who can provide
such certification.

TRADING SOFTWARE
Investors believe that brokers that can provide self-developed software
and MT5 software is better than those that only provide MT4. Those with
MT5 is believed to be professional and powerful.

73.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020

LIVE AND DEMO TRADING
Some investors try demo trading before opening an account,
understanding the price fluctuations. The low frequency of fluctuations
indicates that the platform products have low liquidity. In addition, the
greater the number of demo and live trading pairs is, the stronger the
platform is.

Source: Survey on Chinese Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Interviews (p=60)
& Questionnaires (P=991), 2020
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CHAPTER 4

Part IV
Stories of Chinese
Forex Margin Investors
SUMMARY
Learning from Ponzi scheme lessons and affected by relevant policies, Chinese forex investors
are relatively cautious about investment. The complex trading environment has driven investors
to gradually become rational. Chinese forex investors can be divided into four categories: novice,
advanced learner, brokerage-depending and professional investors, of which advanced learners
account for half of all and pay more attention to forex learning and technology exchanges.
Professional investors have settled in the market for many years, and basically formed their own
investment habits and opinions. They are relatively independent, and some have developed into
technical or KOL-like IBs. Novice investors account for a relatively small portion of the market
and could be exploited for a future forex market with broader prospects.
Overall, although the scale of China's forex margin market has been fully tightened
by policy supervision, the unstable economic environment has also provided
favorable conditions for the development of China's forex margin market.
Chinese investors are generally optimistic about the future development of the
forex margin industry.
75.
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4.1 How Investors Began Trading Forex

Employee-turned Customer

“At the time I was seeking a job as a fresh graduate, I saw the
trainees openings for an investment company. Afterwards,
I was trained as a trader, traded with a demo account, and
participated in demo trading competitions. I was tricked into
becoming a trader in the name of job vacancies. The company
and I mutually bore 50% of the funds for forex trading. Due to
the limitation of lot sizes, I was unable to withdraw. So I turned
from an employee into a customer.”

“I heard about this before but didn't understand it. I
searched for “I want to trade forex” online, and then some
search results of platforms were displayed. These platforms
were well packaged and seemed to be of regulatory
compliance. Their forex specialists would reach me and
gave further recommendation on investments. Then I
became addicted to forex trading gradually.”

Friend Referral

77.

Online Search

“A friend of mine introduced a professional investment guru
to me, saying that I could double my profits by following
his lead. After that, I was added to their QQ group and
WeChat group. As a forex beginner, I would listen to
their investment advice each time I made deposits and
withdrawals. They would show you the highest yield ranging
from 80% to 100% - very attractive.”
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4.2 “Lone Rangers” in Forex Trading
Most investors would think that the only definition of a right trading strategy is whether you make
money from forex. In real conditions, you may give up the trading strategies because of distrust,
hesitation to execute a profit strategy, or poor performance after the execution of a trading strategy.
The forex market is constantly changing and nothing is set in stone, so it is normal to give up.
WikiResearch has surveyed many investors about whether they ever consulted anyone on how to
trade. Over 80% of investors told us, “Practice independently makes you a better trader. If you keep
seeking advice from others, you would always lose.” You should learn how to trade alone and learn
from yourself. These “Lone Rangers” are becoming even more common in China’s forex market.
Mr. T from Chongqing said: "I have been actively engaging in forex trading for 6 to 7 years. I
think that trading is like playing chess. You need to develop your own set of strategies and find
the opponents of your own level to play against. If it works well with you, you would possibly be
able to discover the price trend. In the meantime, you should constantly learn from your past
experiences and put strategies into practice. Of course, intuition plays an important role in your
trading. Athletes on the arena also grow from failures and competitions. Likewise, daily trading
will eventually make you a qualified trader.”

CHAPTER 4
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4.2.1 Trading with “Metaphysics”
During the survey, we were also impressed by

At the same time, he also proposed his way of

Mr. Q of about 30 years old. When we first met

trading-Fibonacci Sequence. “Spiral growth

him in a coffee shop, the coronavirus epidemic

is one of the growth patterns of all creatures

was at its worse phase than now. We saw him

in the world created on the basis of Fibonacci

coming over with a white headscarf, animated.

Sequence. The forex market results from

Without wearing a mask, he said, "I fear no

large-scale human activities. Therefore, the

forex trading, let alone the epidemic. The

forex market also follows the spiral growth

common ground is that both winning traders

mechanisms.” If the wave pattern, target price,

and sick people are always in the minority. If I

and time period all point in the same direction:

am unfortunate to become one of the minority,

a wave is about to end, then it indicates that an

then I am just fulfilling my destiny.” He talked

important peak on the market might appear

about his trading experience unceasingly for

in the future. Then, we might make trading

three hours, from making small profits to

decisions based on the above judgment.

becoming addicted to it. At the start, he ran a

While in real forex trading, we have too many

factory which fell into financial distress due to

choices: various ways of wave counting and

too much money invested in forex. The magic

multiple indicators for assisting analysis.

of forex fascinates him to no end. His parents

Everyone needs to have their own trading

and other family members didn’t understand

belief. However, the views and opinions on its

and support him. At the worst, he got cash

correctness differ from one another.

advances from up to 20 credit cards and still
insisted on trading forex. When asked about
whether he had made money, he said that he
actually lost money. Nevertheless, he was very
happy about the process. He has discovered a
lot fun and developed his own philosophy of
life from constant failures.
He said, “I guess none of you
have seen someone study forex
trading using metaphysics.
The essence of the Book
of Changes is inherently
related to investment.
Everything in nature
have some kind of
similarity.”
79.
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4.3 Investor Experience: Those Have Been
Bamboozled by Forex Brokers

Through the survey of Chinese
investors, WikiResearch found that
over 60% of them rely on technical
indicators for forex trading. There
is a slight inconsistency between
the sample data of the survey and
our original hypothesis (i.e. most
Chinese investors would rely on
fundamentals for forex trading).
Over 80% of the respondents
would refer to techniques and
So how do Chinese investors view fundamentals? Mr. H

successful experience in the

from Shanghai said that someone would trade based on

forex market. Good mastery of

the colors of the Australian Prime Minister’s suit or tie

charting and indicators is the first

wore on that day, which is really a strange thing. He said

step for novice investors towards

it could imply recent changes in this country. Mr. K from

rational investment while trading

Shenzhen said, “I never believe in fundamentals. We are

strategies provide investors with

just ordinary people. Major events, in relation to political

He recounted that he met Mr. W, a seemingly professional trader at a salon last year and entrusted

the trading rules and the proper

factors mostly, in the world such as Brexit, US presidential

him to manage 1 account with USD 8,400 and 2 accounts with USD 10,000. After half a year, two

reactions to various trading signals.

election, etc. are largely beyond our prediction. When we

of these accounts suffered a serious loss of nearly 50%, and failed to timely notify Mr. Z to deal

Different investors have their own

realize it, it would be already too late."

with it in accordance with the conditions negotiated by them at the beginning. Through negotiation

unique trading concepts. Some

81.

During the interviews that WikiResearch conducted in major cities, we were impressed
by Mr. Z of about 50 years old. He indignantly told us how he was cheated by some forex
trading teams and how he arduously defended his rights. Accumulation of time is always
essential to high probability of success. Time is a destroyer, making you aging, anxious and
impetuous. It creates temptations, traps, and uncertainties, trapping you, making you get
stuck and hurt. In order to win in forex trading in the long run, we need to be as cautious as
possible so as not to be bewitched by verbal tricks.

strategies when speaking of their

and communication, Mr. Z made a further deposit of USD 3400. However, in the next 3 months,

prefer frequent transactions with

In fact, blending fundamentals and technicals is a

Mr. W did not take any remedial measures, and both accounts were forced liquidation. Due to the

hundreds of lots a day; while some

relatively reliable method of forex trading. By using

coronavirus epidemic, Mr. Z made an appointment with Mr. W to discuss compensation for loss

people trade only two or three

fundamental analysis first, traders would make accurate

on February 22. However, since March 1, Mr. W has never appeared again, and never responded to

times a day. The length of time that

judgement of the general exchange rate trends, and

Mr. Z’s phone calls or messages.

a trade lasts also affects the trading

then analyze the exchange rate trends within a certain

frequency. Novice investors are

period of time through technical analysis. Under normal

This type of “Runaway Trading Teams” is not rare. One investor’s amount of deposit may be a drop

more concerned about the entry

conditions, long-term forex trading needs more attention

in the bucket for the broker. Nonetheless, it is not just some small pocket changes to an individual.

timing, while professional investors

on fundamental analysis, whereas technical analysis is

Our WikiResearch team hereby reminds investors to carefully select their trading agency and take

focus more on risk control and

more essential to short-term trading, and yet probability is

the initiative to control risk.

capital management.

also a crucial factor to ultra-short term forex trading.
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4.3.1 Investor Experience: Honeypot of Forex Signals Service

4.3.2 EA Scams in Forex Market

According to WikiResearch, over 67% of forex investors encountered fraudsters on livestreaming

WikiResearch found that in addition to various fraudulent platforms, EA (Expert Advisor)

platforms. Mr. G, a victim of such fraud, told us that the fraud will go through the following four

scams are also very common in the forex market. The EA scams are classified as follows.

stages no matter how the schemes transform. It is unwise to make large amounts of deposits
just by readily trusting the other party without investigation into the financial platforms. The
honeypots such as forex signals provided by so-called “mentors” and trading contests are
commonly used in current online frauds. Please keep your eyes peeled for some latest frauds that
have not been used widely yet but keep popping up.

Mr. G happened to received a call that
recommended stocks. He found that the
caller had provided highly accurate stock
tips after verifying the market performance,
which made him believe that their opinions
were unique and professional. Therefore, he
contacted the caller, joined their WeChat
group and started to trust in them.

Referral First Meeting

Trust Reinforcement

The “mentor” on the phone created an
online livestreaming studio, and three
other people joined him as “mentors”
afterwards. They kept brainwashing the
investors, let them copy their trades, and
kicked out all those who didn’t not follow
them.

83.

The “mentors” were divided into two
groups to launch a trading contest,
asking investors to unconditionally
deposit large amount of capitals. The
investors went all-in under the lead.
Thus, Mr. G lost all his capital in only
one day.

Start Deposit

SCAMS

FACTS

Selling EA Robots-claiming that their EA
yields high profits with extremely low risk. As
long as your computer is turned on, you can
make a big fortune 24/7.

These EA robots are based on Martingale
strategy, executing “doubling exposure” on
losing trades. Some unscrupulous sellers would
download free EAs from foreign forums and sell
them out after repackaging.

Enticing account openings-claiming that their
EA is able to generate stable returns, posting
a set of feedback screenshots with profitable
results. Instead of letting you pay directly, they
would lure you to open an account at their
platform with certain threshold set for deposit.

This kind of EA adopts a relatively highfrequency trading strategy, specializing in
trading off small price changes. Some brokers
would use it to earn more trading commissions.

Some dealing-desk platforms would
claim their EA's high returns to attract
unsuspecting investors to deposit by
taking the advantages of their insufficient
understanding of EA.

Manipulating the market in the early stage
allows investors to taste the sweetness and
attracts them to make more investment. It
would only be a matter of time before forced
liquidation.

Block Account

Mr. G did not copy mentors’ trades
and was kicked out of the group
after making a counter order. Later,
Mr. G found that there was no way
to withdraw his account balance,
even after many helpless attempts to
negotiate with the customer service.

Tips：Using EA in forex trading is not an
impossible method to make money. However,
the forex market is constantly changing.
Only by balancing personal judgement and
appropriate EA strategies can traders make
long-term stable returns.
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4.4.1 Fallen Angel “Sister Wang”—Romance Scam

In China's forex market, in addition to a large number of fraudulent platforms, there are plenty
of platforms running Ponzi scheme which are difficult to be distinguished. Most newbie investors

Mr. Q, a netizen in Taiwan, told us how he

The lost relationship couldn't be recovered

would not realize the fraud at first. They are gradually blinded by their greed for profits which

was scrammed by an online forex fraud. This

no matter how much money was invested.

unconsciously leads them into a situation that they can’t control. For those who invested in PTFX,

incident occurred in August 2019 when he met

Mr. Q couldn't believe that he would be lured

2020 would be a tough year. Not until the forced liquidation caused by PTFX on 19 December

a woman surnamed Wang in Hangzhou on the

into the fraudulent platform for forex trading

2019 were all the investors involved awakened from the daydream. The cruel reality reveals that

Internet. The woman said that she was an owner

through romance so far. In the process of

this is a daring outright Ponzi scheme. The known amount scammed has reached 100 billion

of a auto beauty business, and told him the

fraud, the fraudster’s fineness made Mr. Q keep

yuan, which makes it one of the most well-known cases in the forex market in recent years.

business name. Mr. Q started to communicate

brainwashing himself to believe in such thing as

WikiResearch interviewed Mr. Z from Shandong. He told us that as one of the victimized investors

with her in hope of a romantic relationship.

a free lunch.

at the bottom, there was no one he could reach out to. About USD 8,000 was cheated out of him,

Mr. Q gave her his assiduous and thoughtful

which was equivalent to his savings of two years. Originally, he wanted to make some money from

attention for several months. During this period,

Mr. Q told us that all his life savings had gone

forex. While dreaming about a better life and buying a new car of his own by the end of the year,

Mr. Q saw the woman’s WeChat Moments and

in vain. But what made Mr. Q regret most were

PTFX striked him a heavy blow.

her posted photos of cats and dogs, beauty

considerable efforts, time and emotions wasted.

salons, feasts, and Benz cars, showing off

“I know that there are plenty of such people who

her bourgeoisie lifestyle, which made Mr. Q

have lost over USD 100,000, way more losses

convinced of her identity.

than me. Never believe that a fallen angel would

RECAP

come into your life for no reasons. I just bought
One month later, Ms. Wang started to urge Mr.

myself a lesson for it. Whatsoever has already

On the evening of 19 December 2019, members of PTFX
encountered a large-scale liquidation situation. Six out
of seven copy-trading teams were forced into liquidation.
Hundreds and thousands of investors’ accounts thereby
resulted in negative balance.

Q to deposit funds on a forex platform (VOWFX)

happened to me, it is more important for me to

managed Mr. Q’s account instead by taking

make myself happy for the rest of my life." said

advantage of his trust. As they got closer, more

Mr. Q with a thousand feelings.

PTFX divided its dividends distribution into 5 tiers, while
its actual referral element might be even stronger. In
China, a dividends distribution system involving over
3 tiers of members will be defined as illegal pyramid
selling. Mr. Z said that he was one of the deceived
members at the bottom of the 5 tiers. There was no new
member he could recruit below him. He tried to collect
enough evidence and reach out to the police. Everyone
else said that they recruited new members, more or less.
Therefore he would only be convicted of being induced
to fraud. PTFX has developed a huge client base in
merely two years by precisely grasping the weaknesses of human nature and legal loopholes.
Mr. Z knew that he could not recover his money, but fortunately realized his mistakes in time
and put a positive spin on his unrecoverable investment. He said, “The situation for many others
is worse. I am here today for advising more people to take the precautions. Capital investment
safety always matters most rather than the rate of return. Never blindly trust anyone, and
develop your ability to distinguish between right and wrong. Never give up a good investment
opportunity while at the same time, don’t jump at the bait.”

at the beginning, to USD 15,000, and afterwards

and more funds were invested, from USD 500
USD 30,000 to USD 40,000 successively. Until
all his investment went down in drain, he could
not reach Ms. Wang any more. Out of suspect,
Mr. Q started to investigate Ms. Wang, only
to find that there was neither such car beauty
business in Hangzhou nor the people in those
stolen photos that no one knew. He finally found
that VOWFX platform was a complete fraud, but
it was already too late.
He recognized that past mistakes could no
longer be corrected, and carried the lessons
learned forward into the future with him.
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4.4.2 Self-discipline in Forex Trading—Neither Pleased
by the External Gains nor Saddened by Personal Losses
According to WikiResearch, over 28% of investors believe that the most important factor in forex
trading is mindset, and rich trading experience and complete trading strategies are also vital.
Most investors learn their lessons after continually experiencing failures, and seek out a set of
trading philosophy suitable for their own. However, investors who are confident in their trading
philosophy should constantly adjust their mindset because even the most successful professional
traders have had a roller coaster ride of successes and failures. Living by the code that “neither
pleased by the external gains nor saddened by personal losses” would bring you a bright future for
forex trading.

SUMMARY
After investigation for one month, WikiResearch visited 10 cities which lead the forex trading
market in China, and met investors of different characters. Among those interviewed, each

WikiResearch–The Most Important Factors in Forex Trading

of them has distinct experience. Some are relatively professional and have formed their own
trading strategies; some entrust their funds management to asset managers, and others have

The Most Important Factors in Forex Trading

been scammed by Ponzi Scheme. The best situation for those relatively professional investors is
continuing to lose money for 3-5 years before their own trading systems are gradually formed
28

Good Mindset
Rich Experience

25

undoings. Some of them ended up in fiasco, debts and nightmares,

Risk Control

7

while some others even chose to become outlaws. An old gentleman

Technical Analysis

7

said to us, “For most people, forex candlestick patterns only represent
rise and fall of prices, but it is not true. Every forex trader has their

5

Execution
0%
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and even bankruptcies. The key to their successes is also their

8

Sufficient Theoretical Knowledge

In this process, some of them have achieved wealth freedom through
forex trading, while others have experienced losses, forced liquidations,

20

Complete Trading Strategie

and then starting to make a slight profit on the basis of maintaining breakeven.

5%

thrilling stories of the rise and fall. Every forex trade sums up the
10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Source: Survey on China’s Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and Broker
Interviews, p=25, 2020.

cream of their life.”
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Development Prospects
of China’s Forex Margin Industry

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report
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5.1 Chaos Blows Fresh Opportunities for
Developing China’s Forex Margin Industry

5.2 Market Development Differs from Regions.
East China Leads China’s Forex Market
Northeast China

China's forex margin industry started in the 1980s. Despite being restrained by policies in the past 30

Forex margin trading is not popular in
this region. There are relatively more
investors in Harbin. They have weak
learning consciousness while their
gambler mentality stands out. Exploiting
the Northeastern forex market may rely
heavily on methods such as referrals,
hierarchical rebates, etc.

years, the industry has been developing continuously. The advantage of huge population has made
international brokers flock to China’s forex market. With the relentless efforts made by brokers, agents
and various training institutions, China's forex margin market is becoming increasingly mature.
WikiResearch believes that the changes in the global economy and domestic policy environment will
usher in new opportunities for the development of China's forex margin market.

External environment:
new normal featuring instability

The coronavirus pandemic has led to the global economic recession and
falling value of output of the real economy. Pessimistic market expectations
have stimulated demands for financial investment. According to data from the
National Bureau of Statistics for Q1 2020, the value of output of China's financial
industry rose by 6% against the trend, and Chinese residents' investment
awareness increased significantly.

Northwest China
The regional development of
forex margin is dominated
by Shaanxi with many forex
investors in its capital city,
Xi’an. Most of these investors
are better educated since
many educational institutions
are based there. They tend to
be more rational in trading
and focus more on learning
techniques and knowledge.

The global political chaos and instability have become the world’s new normal
for future development. Fluctuating exchange rates bring risks while also
providing investors with more investment opportunities. No opportunity comes
without risk. WikiRsearch believes that the attractive benefits brought by market
volatility will inspire more Chinese residents’ passion in investing, which may
usher in new opportunities for the development of the forex margin market.

Internal environment:
long-lasting sound development

In 2018, China imposed greater control over the forex margin industry and
cleaned up a large number of frauduelnt platforms and illegal institutions.
Although the market size has declined, the majority of investors learned their
lessons. Hence, it has also promoted the sound development of the forex market
in the long run.
In 2019, China's financial market stepped up the speed of its opening up. With
the entry of foreign financial institutions, the integration of China's financial
market with the world has become an inevitable trend. The more inclusive
market environment has created favorable conditions for the development of
the forex margin industry.

Financial institutions:
stay low key, grow steadily

Due to regulatory reasons, international brokers carry out their business in a
low profile in China in pursuit of long-term stable development. Establishing a
good reputation among customers has become the key to making inroads into
China’s forex market for brokers.
Despite China’s strict regulations on forex margin trading, the huge market
volume still attracts a massive number of international brokers to enter the
market. According to WikiResearch, 58% of the brokers are optimistic about the
future of China's forex margin market and plan to increase market input in the
long term.

Investors:
potential market to be developed

According to WikiResearch, 47.5% of Chinese forex users are pursuing advanced
learning, thus making investor education a market focus. The unregulated
market environment has forced Chinese investors to become rational investors.
The development of China’s forex margin user market shows a promising future.
Since 2018, Chinese users’ demand for investment has continued to increase,
while the number of forex users has shown a negative growth trend. The number
of forex users is less than 1% of shareholders. The potential of China’s forex
market cannot be underestimated.
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North China
With good performance of
forex margin market and high
penetration rate of EA trading.
Beijing investors are relatively
rational and mature, and have
extensive access to information.
There are more high-net-worth
investors in Shanxi who would
make large amount of deposits.
Asset management and
technology agents are welcome,
and education for investors is
yet to be improved there.

West China

Southwest China
The forex margin in this region is in the developing phase
with low popularity and the education of investors needs to
be further improved. Investors' deposits are relatively small.
Overall, investors’ casino mentality is more obvious.
There are many forex and cryptocurrency Ponzi schemes in
Chengdu, of which some clients have certain knowledge, but
their appetite for risk-taking prompt them to chase quick
returns by calculating the life cycle of Ponzi schemes.

West China has the largest forex
margin market among all regions.
The majority of high-net-worth
investors are in Zhejiang which
boasts a large customer base
and a large amount of deposits.
Traders in Fujian are more active
and prefer capital raising. Investors
in Shanghai are generally mature,
independent and good at learning.
Investors in Shandong have a
higher acceptance of forex margin
trading. However, these investors
are more likely to be scammed by
various financial pyramid schemes .

South China
Guangzhou and Shenzhen have a large investor base, and a relatively mature forex market.
There are few educational resources for local investors in other provinces and cities, where
investors mainly learn about forex by themselves. There are many financial Ponzi schemes in
Henan, where investors have little awareness of protecting themselves from scams. There are
more ethnic minorities in Guangxi, such as Yunlin County, Bobai County. These investors have
abundant capital and tend to trade forex together within the same ethnic group. It is easier to
open up the local market by networking more with local connections.
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5.3 Precise Positioning of Client Groups
with Market for Females to Be Further
Developed

BY OCCUPATION
Students

Freelancers

• Remain in the trial stage with low
stickiness

• High level of professionalism; eager
to achieve financial freedom through
trading

• Learning fast and have certain
investment potential
• Casino mentality; small initial deposit
amount; low security awareness

BY REGION

West China

South China

• Professional; independent; have
extensive access to information

• Immature; self-learning with
limited resources

• Prefer independent investment; invest
a larger amount of capital

• More copy signals & trading with
deposit amount below average

• Strong risk awareness; care about
broker brand reputation and services

• Care about broker licenses with
incomplete knowledge

Southwest China

• Mostly in the state of advanced
learning; rational investors

• Less professional; Notable “Just for
fun” mindset

• Prefer to customize EA software
independently; deposit amount at an
average level

• Small deposit amount (USD 200 to
500) with high leverages

• Mature investment educators; high
popularizing rate of forex margin

93.

• Care about investment costs
for choosing brokers; low risk
awareness

• Have serious learning attitude and
passion for forex trading
• Large amount deposits; strong risk
awareness; high requirements on
platforms

Salariats

Management (Executives)

• Take forex trading as a sideline
business; high randomness

• Mainly rely on asset management
agencies and traders

• Deposit amount below average; low
trading frequency

• Large deposit amount; not concerned
about specific trading behaviors

• Learn slowly; focus on analysts, KOL
articles and livestreaming contents

• Low learning enthusiasm; care about
profits

BY SEX
Male Clients
• Passionate about offline activities
to develop networking with good
communication skills
• Make independent and rational
investment

Northwest China
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• Strong learning awareness; focus on
technique and strategy learning

Female Clients
• Low profile with low forex popularizing
rate
• Rely more on IBs regarding asset
management and hierarchical rebates
• Older women tend to be scammed
by Ponzi schemes; large amounts of
deposits; weak safety awareness

Due to China’s biggest population
in the world, its investors differ
in terms of investment patterns
and behavioral habits. Deep
understanding and precise
positioning of client groups can help
brokers develop the forex market in
depth and tap the clients’ potential.
WikiResearch found that Chinese
women have great investment
potential, while the current forex
market for female clients remains
to be an unexplored “blue sea”,
with female clients accounting for
merely 10%. In-depth development
of the market for female clients may
become a breakthrough point for
overall market expansion.
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5.4 Various IBs in China Dominate
the Market Development for New Users
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5.4 Suggestions to Forex Brokers Operating
in China

Few channels are available for Chinese investors to actively access forex margin trading
information. IBs have become the main role connecting prospective clients with brokers in China.
There are different types of IBs and hierarchical partnerships among IBs at all levels in China.
The cooperation between brokers and IBs bring low costs and profits. In addition, due to the
sophistication of IBs in China, it is difficult for investors to distinguish if an IB is professional and
authentic. Many fraudulent IBs cheat and bluff clients in the name of forex investment before
shirking their responsibilities to brokers after things go wrong. Investors and brokers should pay
more attention when screening IBs before starting the cooperation with them.

•

New client development depends
on IBs

•

There is hierarchical partnership among IBs involving
service fees or profit sharing

•

IBs attract clients through various
methods such as education,
investment guidance, account
management, and rebating

•

Screen broker platforms and also cooperate with the
platforms designated by clients

•

Deposit amount of $500,000~1,000,000 for large IBs and
$20,000~100,000 for small IBs

1
Conduct Diversified Online Promotions in Line with
the Characteristics of China’s Forex Market
As Chinese clients are used to trading online, increasing
expenditure on online promotion is conducive to company
image and direct client development. In addition, brokers
can cooperate more with we-media and professional forum
hosts to precisely target client groups and achieve high user
conversion rate.

2
rages
oke
Br

IBs have multiple ways of
cooperating with clients, e.g.
hierarchical rebates, free education,
and profit sharing in proportion

•
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Brokers

With a large population base, China’s user difference is
significant. Deepening the cultivation of market segments
and setting targeted marketing plans is more conducive to
the long-term market development of brokers. The potential
of user market of any segment is inestimable.

Tec
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•

t
gm
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KOL

Investors

Make Precise Client Positioning,
Deepen Market Cultivation

Ass
e

•

Payment of internal and external rebates, accounting
for 30% to 60% of total cost

•

Reimbursement of expenses for salon, office, etc.

•

Sharing clients’ profit with technical teams

•

Gift giving

Direct client development is mainly targeted at experienced traders through investor education, online
and offline marketing and referral programs. The cost and difficulty for client development is high but
it is conducive to improving profit margins and brand image.

3
Focus on Investment Education
and Sustainable Market Cultivation
Chinese Forex investors are highly concerned about investor
education. Brokers can cooperate with training institutions,
KOLs, analysts, and traders to launch content-based
training, which would contribute to improving brand images,
exploiting new user markets, and developing users' healthy
investing habits in the long term.
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Definition of Terms
FOREX MARGIN TRADING

MM (MARKET MAKER)

FOREX MARGIN LEVERAGE

OFFSHORE REGULATORY

Investors open investment accounts by signing contracts
with specific designated banks, depositing a fund (margin)
as an undertaking and accepting the credit operation
quota set by banks (or brokers). Investors can freely trade
spot foreign exchange of the same value within the quota.

Market Maker can enter and adjust quotes to buy, sell,
execute and clear orders. Market makers must operate
under a given exchange's bylaws, which are approved
by a country's securities regulator. Market makers' rights
and responsibilities vary by Exchange, and by the type
of financial instrument they are trading, such as equities
or options. The most common type of market maker is a
brokerage house that provides purchase and sale solutions
for investors in an effort to keep financial markets liquid. A
market maker can also be an individual intermediary, but
due to the size of securities needed to facilitate the volume
of purchases and sales the vast majority of market makers
work on behalf of large institutions.

In the forex margin trading, traders can make greater
profits with a small amount of account fund by forex
margin leverage. There is a positive correlation between
profit and loss rate and leverage size.

Forex regulatory is currently divided into offshore
regulatory and full regulatory. Offshore regulatory does not
require the company to set up offices, company directors
or shareholders locally. Most offshore regulatory does
not have corporate income tax requirements. There is no
limitation on the location and objects of tradings. The cost
is low and the regulatory license issuance process is fast.

FOREX BROKERS
Forex brokers are intermediaries that introduce
transactions in forex transactions, acting as intermediaries
for forex supply and demand, and earning commissions
from them.
IB (INTRODUCEING BROKER)
Introduce Brokers help to introduce client to brokers'
platforms to open accounts, and then receive a certain
rebate from the platforms as a commission for the
introduction service.
DEPOSIT & WITHDRAW
To deposit is to save funds into an account after opening
an account. To withdraw is to take out the remaining funds
to the personal account after the investment is completed.

STP (STRAIGHT THROUGH PROCESSING)
STP stands for Straight Through Processing. What a STP
broker does is to fulfill the client's order with the best
quotes from their various liquidity providers, while adding
some markup on the spreads. Though the STP brokers
have no dealing desk, they do have an interface between
the trading client and the larger market-their liquidity
providers. These are nominated banks, which trade on the
interbank market, and to whom the STP broker directly
passes his clients' orders.

SLIPPAGE
It refers to the deviation between the pip when the investor
issues the opening/closing position and the actual pip of
the trading, which will result in the investor's actual profit/
loss situation being inconsistent with the order or demand.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAP
The trading parties agree to exchange a certain amount
of currency A for a certain amount of currency B, and
exchange the same amount of currency A with currency B
as scheduled. The party wilth a high interest rate currency
will compensate for the party of low interest rate.

BONUS
It refers to a preferential policy for brokers to attract and
to acknowledge clients. After the investor opens an forex
account and deposits the fund, the broker gives different
proportions of bonus according to the amount of deposit,
to enable the client to trade by a larger amount of fund.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
It refers to electronic money, which is not based on
standard currency or central bank, and is capable of
trading real goods and services, such as Bitcoin. This
article mainly refers to the exchange and trading between
cryptocurrency and legal currency, such as bitcoin and US
dollar.

Legal Notices

Copyright Notice
This report is produced by WikiResearch. All texts, pictures and tables appearing in
this report are protected under related trademark and copyright laws. The ownership
of part of the texts and data collecting from public information belongs to the original
authors. You are respectfully reminded that none of the content above may be copied
or transmitted in any medium or used in any format by any organization or individual
without the explicit written permission of the company. Unauthorized business practice
using this report shall violate the Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China, and
other related laws and international conventions.

Exception Clauses
The industry data and related market forecasts in this report are mainly obtained by
company researchers’ using desktop research, industry interviews, market research and
other research methods, and estimated by WikiResearch statistical forecasting model.
Enterprise data is mainly obtained through interviews. Thus, it is for reference only. The
survey data published in this report uses a sample survey method, and the data results
may vary from sample to sample.
Due to the limitations of research methods and samples and the limited scope of survey
data collection, this data represents only the basic conditions of the survey time and
the population, providing a basic reference for the market and customers. Limited
by research methods and data acquisition resources, this report is only available to
customers as a market reference. The company does not bear any legal responsibility for
the data and opinions in the report.

